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i Summary of ltigh Frequency Losses in Induction Motors

i--

i"

lligh Frequency

1.1. Introduction

Section

Summary

Losses in Induction Motors

The concept of operating a converter fed induction machine at significantly -

higher fundamental frequency than the conventional 50-60 hz range raises fundamental

questions concerning machine losses. The losses of concern are the "high frequency

losses" which are of two types:

a) those resulting from space harmonics in the machine causing what are usually

called stray losses, and

b) those caused by time harmonics in the converter excitation applied to the machine

resulting in time harmonic losses.

The stray losses must be carefully considered since they result from space harmonic effects

which occur at multiples of the fundamental frequency. Thus, as the fundamental frequency

is increased these losses increase and, in general, they increase much more rapidly than the

power output which varies linearly with fundamental frequency. The time harmonic losses

clearly are an important additional loss and a fundamental issue here is how does increasing

the time harmonic frequency affect these losses.

The body of the report is divided into two major parts which consider these two loss

types in detail. Expressions for the important loss components are presented and discussed

to allow evaluation of their relative importance in high frequency induction machines. The

major findings and conclusions are presented in general terms in this introductory section of

the report.

i

t"

1.2. Stray losses

The stray losses are high frequency losses in the machine caused by space

harmonics in tile air gap flux wave. The primary causes of these space harmonics are the

stator and rotor slot permeance variations and the mmf step harmonics. These losses are

related to the fundamental motor frequency and can be expected to increase in importance as

the motor fundamental frequency is increased.

I-
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Although thirteen separate loss components are identified in the report, three of these

components appear to be of particular importance in high frequency machines. In each of

these the loss tends to be relatively large and to increase rapidly with motor fundamental

frequency. Hence careful consideration must be given to motor design details which will

help keep these loss components under control. The three components are discussed

individually and design modifications which earl assist in reducing these losses are

described below. Methods for estimating most of the thirteen stray loss components and

additional discussion of their causes and possible means of reduction are contained in

Section 2 of this report.

1.2.1. No Load Surface Loss - The stator slot openings cause ripples in the main air gap

flux wave which are stationary in space. As the rotor core moves past these ripples, eddy

current (and hysteresis) losses are produced in the rotor iron. Because the frequency of the

flux variation is relatively, high (equal to stator slots per pole pair times fundamental

frequency) the loss tends to be dominated by eddy current losses and is somewhat confined

to the surface of the rotor core. A similar effect can be caused by the rotor slots resulting in

stator surface losses but this component is often very small since the rotor slots are usually

closed or semi-closed.

The methods of predicting surface losses are semi-empirical. The indications are

that these losses increase less rapidly than the square of the fundamental frequency because

of the existence of a hysteretic component and because the reaction field of the eddy currents

tends to suppress the flux ripples. The increase is, however, usually more than linear with

respect to frequency and the surface losses can be expected to be significantly more

important in high frequency machines.

i-
2
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ltigh Frequency Losses in Induction Motors-Summary

Methods for reducing the surface losses include reducing the stator slot opening,

using more stator slots, enlarging the air gap and using low loss, thin laminations in the

rotor core. Stator slot magnetic wedges have also been shown to be very effective.

1.2.2 Load Surface Losses - The air gap harmonic leakage fluxes resulting from the load

current in combination with the mmf step harmonies and slot permeance variations also

cause surface core losses. These losses axe similar to the no load surface losses except that

they occur in both the rotor and stator core surfaces and they are load dependent. The

methods of predicting these losses are very similar to the no load surface loss methods but

incorporate the ratio of load current to no load current. The frequency variation is therefore

predicted to be the same as the no load surface losses. Methods for reducing these losses

are similar to those for the no load losses except that magnetic slot wedges are less effective

since the larger slot current tends to saturate the wedges and reduce their effectiveness.

1.2.3 Tooth Flux Pulsation Cage Circulating Current Losses - A portion of the ripple flux

which causes the surface losses described above does penetrate the teeth and links with the

rotor cage and the stator windings. While the resulting induced currents in the stator

winding are small and cause negligible loss, those in the rotor are significant and cause an

important component of the stray loss. Each rotor tooth is surrounded by a high

conductivity damper'circuit which opposes the ripple flux. There is a significant damping

action which tends to reduce the ripple flux penetration into the teeth but which results in

appreciable induced I2R losses in the rotor cage. Because of the relatively high frequency,

skin effect in the rotor bars is important.

These losses can be modelled in temls of harmonic equivalent circuits which interact

with the fundamental frequency equivalent circuit. The various harmonic fields (slot

1F
3
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permeance harmonics, mmf harmonics) interact in different ways making the model rather

complex. The basic theory is presented in Section 2 of the report along with theoretical

curves which indicate that the losses are strongly dependent on the stator/rotor slot ratio.

Skewing the rotor slots can reduce or eliminate the portion of these losses caused by the slot

harmonics. However, the resulting increased tooth flux causes a significant increase in the

tooth pulsation flux losses and interbar currents resulting from imperfect Cage to core

insulation also become a significant loss component. Because of the difficulty of predicting

interbar current losses, it is difficult to predict the losses associated with skewing. It

appears, however, that skew can generally be expected to increase losses.

Methods for reducing the cage losses caused by flux pulsation include those listed

earlier plus an appropriate choice of stator/rotor slot ratio. In general, strictly from a loss

perspective, using fewer rotor than stator slots offers a considerable benefit and skew

should be avoided.

1.3. lligh Frequency Time llarmonic Losses

An important issue in the type of system under consideration, and in modem power

electronic motor controls in general, is the question of the effect increasing the time

harmonic frequency has on time harmonic motor losses. There are many good reasons

relating to control characteristics and motor acoustic noise which argue for high carrier

frequency in the inverter. Opposing these arguments is the possibility of high motor losses

caused by the high time harmonic frequency of the carrier. The primary goal of the analysis

in the report is to evaluate the influence of frequency on these losses. In particular, the

analysis is focused on converters which place a substantial portion of the harmonic energy at

relatively high frequencies; in the range of 20 Khz or higher. The major findings of the

analysis in Section 3 are as follows.

r
4
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1.3.1 Conductor Losses - At harmonic frequencies skin and proximity effects become very

significant factors in determining conductor losses. For rectangular slots, the variation of

the conductor resistance and inductance with frequency follows the general pattern

illustrated in Fig I.I.

The initial change in R and L as frequency increases is rapid, being approximately

dependent on f2. This region occurs where the skin depth and conductor depth are of the

same order of magnitude. As the frequency continues to increase, the rate of change

decreases and the variation ultimately becomes proportional to fl/2 as the skin depth

becomes small compared to conductor depth. These results apply only to the portion of the

conductors in the slots.

The conductor losses are given by

1F

II

I

_here

(R,+ (1.1)

Iv = harmonic current

Vv = harmonic voltage

l-xr = total leakage inductance

Rs = stator resistance

Rr = rotor resistance

fv = time h,-u-monic frequency

It is clear that for a fixed value of Iv skin effect will increase the conductor losses.

However, for a fixed value of Vv the inverse square frequency dependence of the current

tends to compensate for the resistive increases resulting from skin effect. While it is true

that the leakage inductance La is reduced by skin effect, this reduction is much less than

V
5



tligh Frequency Losses in Induction Motors-Summary

might be expected since only the slot portion of the inductance is affected. Measurements

on actual machines indicate that La is reduced to 0.5 to 0.3 of the normal value at

fv = 20 Khz lRef.10, Part 31. A useful approximation is to take

Lo = KLfv O"16 (1.2)

|

I1"

as the frequency dependence of L_ [Ref. 10, Part 3].

Since the single conductor cage winding typically exhibits skin effect changes even

at the fundamental frequency, for harmonic frequencies the variation is well into the

frequency range where Rr follows an fv °.5 frequency dependence (the end ring also exhibits

an increasing resistance because of the way the bar currents enter the ring). The rotor

conductor losses thus vary approximately as

1- i K,fo, v_L
12_fvKLfv-0.161 fv1.2 (1.3)

and thus drop somewhat faster than inverse to the harmonic frequency. This strong

dependence clearly indicates that the rotor conductor losses drop significantly as the

harmonic frequency increases.

The stator winding behavior is, however, quite different. Typically the wire size is

such that very little skin effect occurs at fundamental frequency. As the harmonic frequency

increases, the initial increase in resistance can be in the fv 2 region with the result that (using

the approximation in Eq. 1.2) the stator losses initially behave as

Prsv- V2f°'3 (1.4)

6
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and therefore can exhibit a moderateincrease as fv increases. This creates a very different

conductor loss distribution between rotor and stator and can lead to increased stator winding

temperature. The loss distribution within the stator slot is also non-uniform with the

uppermost conductors having the highest loss. As the harmonic frequency continues to

increase, the rate of rise of the stator resistance decreases and eventually approaches that of

the rotor as expressed in Eq. (1.3). The analysis in Part 4 of the report provides a means of

modelling these changes and estimating the stator loss variation. It is, however, true that for

sufficiently high harmonic frequencies the total stator conductor loss decreases with

approximately an fv -a dependence where tt is approximately 1.2, the same as the rotor loss

in Eq. (1.3). There is, therefore, a significant reduction in total conductor I2R loss as the

frequency of the time harmonic voltage excitation increases for frequencies where the skin

depth is small compared to the conductor depth.

I-

I

"11

|
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1.3.2 12,.9..L¢....1._- The core losses associated with high frequency time harmonics are

influenced by a number of factors which combine to make predictions very difficult. These

factors include the following four principal effects:

1) because the motor slip is very nearly unity for the higher time harmonics, the only

significant flux in the machine is leakage flux.

2) for frequencies where tile skin depth in file core material is small compared to the

lamination thickness, the flux only penetrates the core to approximately a skin

depth.

3) the redistribution of the conductor currents caused by skin effect alters the leakage

paths.

4) the eddy currents in the core material can set up a significant reaction field which

opposes the inducing field.

7
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The leakage flux distribution associated with the high slip operating condition

common to all high frequency time harmonics is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. As indicated by the

equivalent circuit shown in the figure, the air gap flux and the rotor leakage flux are very

nearly equal under this condition with the result that there is virtually no rotor core flux ('Fig.

1.2c). The core losses therefore tend to be concentrated in the stator teeth and portions of

the stator core near the stator slot bottoms. There is also some loss in the rotor teeth caused

by the rotor leakage flux. Note that the usual concept of rotor leakage flux encircling the

rotor conductor (Fig. 1.2b) is inappropriate for core loss considerations since the loss is

proportional to B 2. The usual concept, which is based on superposition, is quite acceptable

for calculation of leakage but must be abandoned when core losses are of interest.

The basic variation of the core losses with frequency can be explored using the usual

core loss model described by

Pc = Ph + Pe = [khB nf + keB 2f2] Vo! (1.5)

where

C

Ph =

Pe =

B =

f =

Vol =

Kh,ke =

n =

total core loss

hysteresis loss

eddy current loss

flux density

frequency

volume of core

material dependent constants

hysteresis exponent, typically n ,,, 1 to 1.5

11-
8
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Although this model only applies to the simple case where:

i) there is negligible reaction field - i.e. B is the pre-existing field and does not

change as a result of eddy currents,

ii) the flux is uniform - i.e. no skin effect,

it serves as a useful representation if the primary effects of the reaction field are included

separately.

In the time harmonic situation the total leakage flux is directly determined by the time

harmonic applied voltage Vv

t_v = kv V__v
fv (1.6)

and, conceptually, the time harmonic flux density is then given by

t_v V v

By = _ = kv fvAl (1.7)

where AI is the effective area of the leakage flux path. While Ai is clearly different for

different portions of the leakage path, it will generally be sufficient for an overall analysis to

consider an average area for the entire path. A more detailed analysis is contained in Part 3

of the report.

1.3.3 RCactio, field effects - As noted above, the eddy current reaction field has two basic

effects; reducing the internal B field and redistributing the field (skin effect). For the

leakage fields under consideration, the reduction of the field will not take place since the

total leakage flux is a fixed value determined by Eq. (1.6). Thus, any tendency to reduce

9
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the flux will simply result in additional motor current to maintain the flux at the required

level. One effect of the eddy current reaction field is, therefore, to reduce the leakage

inductance. This reduction is in addition to the reduction caused by conductor skin effect.

The second effect of redistributing the leakage flux will tend to confine the leakage

fields to local regions near the slot and air gap surfaces. To a first approximation, the field

will only penetrate the lamination to one skin depth 8re

where

Pfe = resistivity of iron

lafe = permeability of iron

and the B field can be assumed to be uniform over this distance and zero beyond.

concept can be used to estimate the effective area At as a function of frequency.

This

1.3.4 Frequency dependance of core losses - To examine the frequency dependence of the

time harmonic core loss, three limiting cases are considered.

Case 1 - No conductor skin effect, 5re >> d, d = lamination thickness. This case

corresponds to low time harmonic frequencies with, for example, a wound rotor motor.

The core losses would be given by Eq. (1.5) with B evaluated from Eq. (1.7) with At =

constant (i.e. no change in flux paths). The result is

Pc = (KhlV_, fl-n + KclV 2) At I (1.9)

10
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where Khl and Kel are constants and I is the motor stack length.

For a constant time harmonic excitation voltage Vv, the loss depends on n, the

hysteresis loss exponent. Since n is usually greater than one, the loss will decline with

frequency. Usually the hysteresis loss is small compared to the eddy current loss at higher

frequencies and, hence, to a first approximation the total core losses would be nearly

independent of the time harmonic frequency.

|

i
-i

i

-¥

i

.-m-
1

Case 2 - Including conductor skin effect, _fe >> d. The major influence of conductor skin

effect on core loss is in the rotor of cage machines. As the rotor current is forced to the top

of the rotor bar by conductor skin effect, the rotor leakage flux is also forced upward toward

the rotor surface (tooth tops). This has the effect of reducing the area through which the

rotor leakage flux must pass, thus tending to increase B. It also reduces the volume of core

material which is carrying flux, but these two effects do not completely cancel. A third

effect is the change in ratio between the stator and rotor leakage inductances and hence in the

flux ratio. As the rotor leakage inductance decreases, more of the total leakage flux is forced

to exist in the stator leakage paths, thus increasing the stator leakage flux.

While the actual change in losses is very much motor design dependent, it seems

clear that forcing more of the total leakage flux into stator paths will increase the losses

because of the B 2 dependence of the eddy current losses. It is also true that this effect is

already significant in most machines under 60 hz, line start conditions. At the extreme, the

rotor leakage flux will be confined almost entirely to the rotor tooth tops very much like the

so called zig-zag leakage flux. For most machines, it is likely that even low frequency time

harmonics (i.e. 5th and 7th of fundamental) will result in all rotor flux confined to such a

surface layer with additional increases of frequency having rather small impacts on the

distribution of flux (as a result of rotor bar skin effect). With the assumption of fixed flux

T
11
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paths, the eddy current losses are independent of frequency since the frequency increase is

exactly compensated by the decrease in flux density. The hysteresis losses will decrease

and eventually become negligible:

In general, then, one would expect a decrease in core loss at fairly low time

harmonic frequencies and a leveling out at high frequencies. Depending on the relative

importance of hysteresis losses and the flux redistribution discussed above, the net

reduction in total loss at the lower time harmonic frequencies will vary from machine to

machine.

IF

l

I---

Case 3 - Including conductor skin effect, _Sfe < d. When the time harmonic frequency is

large enough so the skin depth in the iron 8re is small compared to the lamination thickness,

the leakage flux is confined to a skin depth layer at the iron surface. The situation is now

somewhat as depicted in Fig. 1.3. The region of highest core loss is at the bottom of the

stator slots where the total leakage flux must be accommodated. The flux level along the

stator slot walls drops off as the stator tooth top is approached and the flux in the air gap and

rotor surface is the rotor leakage flux.

The loss for this condition can be approximated by neglecting the hysteresis loss and

assuming the area available for the leakage flux is limited to one skin depth. The flux

density will then be given by Eq. (1.7) with At = l _ife

By = kv Vv kvVv = Kfvl/2

fvlSfe l'a_

(1.10)

and the core loss becomes (since Vol - _ife)

I- 12
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(1.11)
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Thus, for a fixed value of time harmonic excitation voltage, the eddy current losses tend to

increase as flv/2, a slow but steady growth. This slow growth can be expected to persist

until some other effect (capacitive currents) becomes significant.

It is also interesting to express the loss in terms of the physical parameters of the

core, the resistivity and permeability. In terms of the 1%and _fe the loss is

Pcv = K2 keV2

_fe (1.12)

and since

Pfe (1.13)

Pcv = K3
V2 fl/2 ,, 1/2

p3/2
re (1.14)

1.3.5 Total time harmonic losses - The discussion and analysis indicates that for a fixed time

harmonic excitation voltage the conductor losses tend to decrease rapidly (as fr 12) and the

core losses increase slowly (as fly/2) as the frequency increases. This implies there is some

time harmonic frequency where the total losses are a minimum as illustrated in Fig. 1.4.

The location of this minimum is design dependent, the low frequency ratio of core and

copper losses being an important parameter.

1-

1.3.6 Skin depth - The approximate frequencies where the high frequency approximations

given in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.11) are first applicable depend on the ratio of conductor skin

I 13
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depth to conductor depth and lamination skin depth to lamination thickness. Table 1.1 gives

the skin depth for a range of frequencies to assist in estimating the onset of "high frequency

behavior".

t--
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Table 2.1

Skin Depth in Copper, Aluminum and Core Steel

I-

T_
d

Pcu = 0.205x 10-7f_m

l.tcu= Ixo

Pal = 0.425 x 10 -7 Dan Pfe = 5.00 x 10 -7 f_m

ttf¢= 800 x IXo

x"-
t

|

f
hz tran mils nnn mils rma mils

60 9.31 367 13.4 527 1.63 64.3

500 3.22 127 4.64 183 0.56 22.0

1000 2.28 89.8 3.28 129 0.40 15.9

5000 1.02 40.2 1.47 57.9 0.18 7.0

10,000 0.72 28.3 1.04 41.0 0.12 4.8

20,000 0.51 20.1 0.73 28.7 0.089 3.5

40,000 0.36 14.2 0.52 20.5 0.062 2.5
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+/"W'Y_- + F'Y"W_-

+

Vv - applied voltage

Vg - air gap voltage
(a)

Vl - starer leakage voltage

V2 - rotor leakage voltage
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UX --Stator Leakage Flux Air Gap Flux

Rotor Leakage Flux

(b)

Stator Leakage Mutual Flux = Air Gap Flux
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Stray Losses in Induction Motors

Section 2

Stray Losses in Induction Motors

2.1. Summary

This section of the report presents a review of the state-of-the-art concerning high

frequency stray losses in induction motors. These losses are distinct harmonic losses

arising from the stator and rotor geometries such as slot and tooth permeances, and
t

discontinuous current distributions and are not necessarily generated because of time

harmonics in the input waveforms.

A narrative of the origins of the above-mentioned losses is given and an explanation

of most of the formulas used in loss calculations is presented. A numerical example is given

to illustrate the application of the formulas. These results of numerical computations are

compared with some of the results given by experienced designers, as empirical values.

Finally, a comprehensive bibliography is included.

Because much of the literature was published before SI units were prevalent,

original results are retained in English (FPS) units. Most graphs and charts are given in

these units. Finally, the literature on the subject is rich and room for further original work is

rather limited.
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2.2. Introduclion

The principal effects of harmonic losses (also called high frequency stray no-load

and stray-load losses) in an induction motor are: heating of various machine components;

reduction in output torque; noise; cusps in torque/speed curves; reduction in motor

efficiency; and an ultimate derating of the machine. Even a small increase in harmonic

losses over the predicted design value can have a severe impact on motor utilization resulting

in economic disadvantages to both manufacturer and consumer. Literature on the subject

began appearj'ng around the turn of the century. Whereas numerous papers (and a few

books) have been published on harmonic losses in induction motors, only selected papers,

having a direct bearing on this report, are included in the bibliography.

2.3. Classification of high-frequency harmonic (or stray) losses

In an induction motor, stray losses are the additional high frequency losses due to

the stator and rotor slotting, distributed (stepped) stator and rotor mmfs, and slot and

overhang leakages. According to the nature of these losses, they may be classified as

follows:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Surface core loss in the stator.

Surface core loss in the rotor.

Pulsation core loss in stator teeth.

Pulsation core loss in rotor teeth.

Copper (12R) loss in the cage winding.

Core and copper losses due to skewing.

Core and copper losses due to slot and overhang leakages in the stator core and

windings.

-21-
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Although surface and tooth pulsation losses are mentioned individually, it has long

been recognized 153] that the pulsation losses consist of the core surface losses occurring

just below the surface of the tooth tips due to the passage of the slots of the other member

and are practically the same as pole-face losses. The tooth pulsation losses are caused by

the high frequency pulsations of flux extending the entire length of the teeth and a little way

into the core due to the reluctance changes in the airgap _ the slots of one member pass the

teeth of the other. Thus, the distinction between surface and tooth-pulsation losses is rather

arbitrary.

According to tile origins of the high-frequency losses, they may be grouped as:

(A) Stray no-load losses

(B) Stray load losses

where Group (A) losses are related to the irregularities of the main exciting flux primarily

due to the permeance variations. Group (B) losses are caused partly by the effects of the

current distribution in the machine producing a stepped mmf in the airgap and partly by the

leakage fluxes. In order to understand this grouping, we refer to the principal harmonics in

the airgap fields and their general consequences. These are:

(i) Field form harmonics due to pole shaping and magnetic saturation leading primarily

to stray no-load losses.

(ii) Slot permeance harmonics due to slot openings resulting in stray no-load losses.

(iii) Slot mmf harmonics due to mmfs across slot openings producing stray-load loss

(primarily because of zig-zag leakage flux).

(iv) Phase-belt harmonics due to the distribution of mmfs in phase belts, leading to stray-

load losses.

1

11"
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It is to be noted that slot mmf harmonics and phase-belt harmonics together

constitute the airgap leakage harmonics.

On the basis of the above-mentioned harmonies, Table 2.1 gives a detailed

classifica-tion of the various stray losses belonging to Groups A and B. To understand the

physical phenomena governing some of the components listed in Table 2.1 we further

discuss the surface losses and tooth-pulsation losses.

2.3.1. Surface core losses

Surface core losses are eddy-current losses caused by surface flux pulsations, and

occur just below the surface of tooth top. Surface flux pulsation is quite similar to the pole-

face flux variation in a salient-pole machine, and is due to the movement of the tooth over

the pole face. The flux does not penetrate the entire length of the tooth, but disappears at a

certain distance from the tooth tips (see Fig. 2.1).

The magnitude of the surface flux pulsation depends on the fringing of flux in the

airgap, and thus on the geometry of the flux path. Consequently, surface flux pulsations in

the rotor increase with an increase in the width of the rotor tooth tip [41], but decrease with

an increase in the airgap. At the same time a relatively narrower stator slot causes lesser

surface flux pulsation in the rotor. With closed rotor slots, the stator surface flux pulsations

are practically negligible.

2.3.2 Tooth pulsation core losses

Tooth pulsation core losses are eddy-current losses caused by tooth flux pulsations

which extend through the entire length of the tooth. If an individual stator or rotor tooth is

considered, as teeth of opposite member pass by, the permeance of the path terminating at

I-

y. -23-
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Stray Losses in Induction Motors

the tooth in question oscillates with every passing tooth (Fig.2.2). The position for

maximum permeance and maximum flux is shown in Fig.2.2(a), and Fig. 2.2(b) shows the

position for minimum permeance and minimum flux.

Obviously, the flux in the tooth core pulsates with an amplitude that depends on the

slot fringing. Because the fringing of flux increases with tooth saturation, tooth pulsation

flux and tooth pulsation losses decrease with saturation.

2.4 Principal harmonic fields in the airgap

Because the above-mentioned losses arise from harmonic fields, it is advantageous

to segregate the fields into the following:

(i) The fundamental field which is of the form A cos(Px-tot).

(ii) Stator slot-permeance harmonic fields of the form B{cos[S-P)x+tot] +

cos I(S +P)x-tot] }.

(iii) Phase-belt harmonics which are of the form Ccos[(2q-1)Px+tot] and

Dcos[ (2q+ 1)Px-tot].

0v) Stator slot mmf harmonic fields of the form Ecos[(S-P)x+t0t] and Fcos[(S+P)x-tot].

(v) Rotor slot harmonics which are of the form Gcos[(R-P)x+(to-RN)t] and

Hcos[ (R+P)x-.(to+RN)t].

(vi) Rotor mmf harmonic fields having the form Jcos [(R-P)x+(to-RN)t] and

Kcos[(R+P)x+(0rt-RN)t].

(vii) Other higher-order fields and harmonic fields due to saturation.

In (i)-(vii) we have: P = number of pole pairs; S = number of stator slots;

R -- number of rotor slots; N = rotor mechanical speed, q = number of phase-belts.
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2.5. Formulas for loss calculations

We now consider in some detail the various losses presented in Table 2.1.

discuss the formulas and procedures for calculating these losses.

We also

I

r_

t

If

I
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2.5.1. Stray no-load losses

These losses belong to Group A, Table 2.1, and consist of the following

components.

A1 Surface core losses 151

Slot frequency pulsation in the flux density around the airgap of an induction motor

is caused by slot currents. As mentioned earlier, these pulsations cause surface losses. For

analysis, the airgap flux density distribution is expressed as a series of rotating harmonic

fields. The harmonic fields have pole numbers equal to (2S':t:1) and (2R'-t-1) times the

fundamental poles, where S' and R' are, respectively, the number of slots per pole on the

stator and rotor.

It is clear from the above discussion that the surface core losses occur in the stator as

well as in the rotor. However, as we shall see later, surface losses in the stator are generally

negligible.

Empirically, the rotor s0rfac¢ loss due to the stator slot openings is given by:

i

/_.iB 2

(2.1)

where DI

L

Bg

= airgap diameter, in;

= core length, in;

= average flux density over the effective gap area, kilolines/in2;
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Kpf = pole-face loss coefficient for stator slot openings, from Fig. 2.3;

Cs2 = rotor iron loss coefficient, from Fig.2.4, at 100,000 lines/in 2,

in W/in3 for stator slot frequency; and

- _Dl/S(poles) = suitor slot pitch, in.

- 800 (assumed constant).

It is to be noted that, since most of the losses corresponding to Fig.2A axe eddy-

current losses (which are proportional to the square of frequency and square of lamination

thickness), Fig. 2.4 may be scaled for different frequencies and lamination thickness.

Obviously, for materials other than 2.5% silicon steel a different set of curves must be

obtained accounting for the change in resistivity. [See Appendix A for an alternative

analytical approachl

Turning now to Eq. 2.1, we observe that whereas the formula is empirical, it is

dimensionally correct and is based on a broad experience of earlier investigators. "the pole-

face coefficient Kpf was obtained by first analyzing the flux distribution curve, shown in

Fig. 2.5, into a Fourier series and then multiplying each harmonic by a weighting factor

equal to the square root of its order and finally taking the square root of the sum of the

squares of all tile components to obtain the effective value of the fundamental. It is

arbitrarily assumed that the depth of the flux penetration is one-eighth of the harmonic pole

pitch and that the radial flux density decreases linearly with depth.

The stator surface loss due to the rotor slot openings is given by an expression

similar to Eq. 2.1 where Cs2 is replaced by Csl and 2L1 by X2. However, for rotors with

closed and semi-closed slots, Kpf (Fig.2.3) tends to zero resulting in a negligible stator

surface loss. Also, Cs in Eq.2.1 decreases with w/g.

r

I-
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A2. Tooth pulsation losses [16,17,48]

Tooth pulsation losses occur in the rotor and the suitor of the induction motor.

Following the approach given in reference [17], Richter's result [48] may be used to

calculate the rotor teeth pulsation losses from:

tk Oh[lo0 ] Oe W/kg
(2.2)

V

II

i[

r

where Oh and oe are experimentally determined material constants [48, 51] f2k is the kth

harmonic frequency induced in the rotor, and Btk is the kth harmonic rotor tooth flux

density, T. The formula above is also partially empirical.

From Eq. 2.2 above, the total loss is given by

t _1001 H001 J (2.2a)

where vt2 = weight of rotor teeth;

1-

Btk= KtkB k
_'2 sin 13k

(2.2b)

1" _2 = rotor tooth pitch;

w2 = rotor tooth width;

7"
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_k--
kPk 2

D2

k = order of harmonic

P = number of pole pairs

D2 = rotor diameter

t-

ktk = 1 -
Xmk + X2dk

Xmk + X2dk + Xmk(-_--_ksk 1)+ Xslot
(2.2c)

ir

f

F

7

Xmk

X2dk

ksk

Xslot

Furthermore,

= magnetizing reactance of kth harmonic, f_.

= differential harmonic leakage reactance for kth harmonic, fL

= skew factor of kth harmonic

= slot leakage reactance, ft.

X2d k = ksdlkdik'C2dkX mk = differential harmonic leakage reactance

for kth harmonic, £2

where

(2.2d)

kdlk
= tanh (2_) / (2-_) = damping fact°r f°r differential leakag e

(2.2e)

h = lamination thickness

= _/p/todLt = skin depth

I--

IF
-30-
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V-
k = order of the harmonic

"E2bk

[sin(gPk/R) (2.2r)

with R -- total number of rotor slots.

used.

Also, in the above calculations g = AB/AH should be

$tator tooth pulsation losses are also given by an expression similar to Eq. 2.2

where f2k is replaced by flk and Oh and Oe correspond to the stator material. Again, it is

usually negligible with closed or semi-closed rotor slots.

"IF

m"

A.3. Tooth pulsation cage circulating current-losses [4]

These losses are also called rotor 12R loss due to permeance harmonics [3]. The

flux pulsation is measured by the flux pulsation ratio 13 shown in Fig. 2.5. This Kpf is

calculated by a slightly different procedure as indicated in the text. The two values of Kpf

are the same for 1 < w/g < 6. For values of w/g > 6, the Kpf given by (3) gives slightly

higher values compared to those given by Fig.2. 3. It has been shown [5] that the constant

Kpf (Recall Kpf from Eq. 1) is given by:

(3.3)

where 13is the double amplitude of flux pulsation shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Curves from reference [3] give magnitudes of ripples, caused by slot openings, in

the no-load airgap flux. Figure 2.5 shows the flux pulsation, which is expressed as the

ratio (1_) of the dip to the maximum flux density in the airgap. For this dip, there are two

slot permeance harmonic fields, having(S + P) pairs of poles, where P is the number of pole

pairs of the fundamental, and S is the number of stator slots. According to reference [4],

the backward and forward fields referred to the rotor are given by, respectively,

and

Bb = 1 HPoK sin {(S+P)x + [_$-_-(1-s)-l]_}
2

Bf = 2LHPoK sin {(S-P)x + [_-_ (l-s)+l]tt_t }

(2.4)

(2.5)

where

K __

2-13 (2.6)

Po = average permeance

s = slip

S = number of stator slots

P = number of fundamental pole pairs; and

H = amplitude of fundamental mmf.

The magnetizing reactances corresponding to the above permeance harmonics are:

PK

Xpts-P) = 2(S-P) XM (2.7)

[-
-32-
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PK

X rcs+P)= 2(S+P) XM (2.8)

l-

t

7-

These reactances are shown in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.6. It has been shown in

reference [4] that the permeance harmonic fields do not have any appreciable effect on the

magnetizing current. But, these fields induce S/P-times line frequency voltages in the rotor

(at full speed s -_ 0) resulting in an appreciable 12R loss. To calculate this loss the

parameters of the equivalent circuit (Fig. 2.6) must be known. These parameters are

approximately given by [4]:

X M(S_p) -
P XM

(S-p) 2 (2.9)

1-

and

X 2(S.p) --

X 2(s+p) -

(S-P-R) 2

P XM

(2.10)

(S+P-R) 2 (2.11)

Knowing these parameters, from Fig. 2.6, the induced rotor currents of the (S+P)

permeance harmonics are calculated. Calling these currents I2P(S+P) and I2P(S-P), the

12R loss due to permeance harmonic induced current is given by:

= KfR2BCpI2M W (2.12)
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where Kf = the ratio of the ac to dc resistance of the rotor bars at a frequency S/P-times the

line frequency; R2B = de resistance of the bars referred to the stator times the number of

phases; and IM = per phase magnetizing current. The constant Cp is the sum of the squares

of the ratios of S-P and S+P permeance harmonic rotor currents to the magnetizing current.

Values of Cp for different number of stator slots per pole (S/2P), rotor slots per pole

(R/2P), and various slot-width/gap (w/g) ratios are plotted in Figs 2.7 through 2.10. These

loss constants are obtained from reference [4], and are valid for unskewed straight slots.

Notice that the losses rise rapidly as R/S increases above one. If rotor slots are skewed one

stator slot pitch, so that the voltages Of the (S ± P) fields over one rotor bar length are almost

zero, the induced currents will be greatly reduced provided there is adequate insulation

between the bars. Otherwise rotor 12R losses will increase considerably [16].

In Eq. 2.12, the loss Wp increases as the ratio R/S becomes greater than one. If R

is very large compared to S, Cp approaches the limit 2. The curves in Figs. 2.7 through

2.10 show that markedly lower induced current losses occur when R < S.

2.5.2 Stray load losse_

These losses belong to Group B of Table 2.1. We consider these losses in the order

given in the table.

B.I. Surface losses [5]

The steps in the mmf wave due to the load current produce harmonic fields. The

ratio of the mmf harmonic amplitude to the fundamental mmf is:

mmf ripple 1

fundamental wave (2S+1)
(2.13)
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by:

where

The ratio of the mmf harmonic to the permeance harmonic of the same order is given

mmf harmonic

permeance harmonic
1_(2S:i:l) (2.14)

I

I0

= stator load current, A; and

= stator no-load current, A.

I-

11

II

i-

i-

i-

In terms of these currents, Eq. 2.1 may also be written for the rotor surface loss on

load as:

ll_ l __B2

(2.15)

where it is assumed that S >> 1. The total rotor surface loss is, therefore, obtained by

adding Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.15.

Accgrding to reference [5], to find the actual load surface losses, the phase angle

between the permeance and mmf ripples of the same orders must be known. The two mmf

ripples are in phase at the point of maximum current, and are zero at the zero point of the

current wave, so that at no load their maximum combined values occur 90 ° away from the

maxima of the combined permeance harmonics. It has been found that if the (2S-1)

permeance and mmf harmonics come into phase at a given point, the (2S+1) harmonics will

then be opposed in phase. Hence, the combined losses will be either of the form

(A+B) 2 + (A-B) 2 or of the form 2A 2 + 2B 2 where A and B denote the two kinds of

-35-
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harmonics. In either case, the loss is the same as that obtained by calculating them

independently and adding the results, as if they were always 90 ° out of phase.

2

Notice that in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.15 we have assumed the loss to vary with Bs.

However, saturation (if present) decreases the relative amplitude of high-frequency

pulsations. Thus, Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.15 will predict high values under magnetic saturation.

By analogy with Eq. 2.15, the stator surface loss under load is given by

I 2 Bg 21 w
(2.16)

|

J

ff

where

Csl = stator iron-loss coefficient, from Fig. 2.4, at 100,000 lines/in 2 in

W/in 3 for rotor slot frequency, and

X2 = rotor tooth pitch, in.

Hence, the total surface loss on load is obtained by adding Eq. 2.15 and Eq.2.16.

1"

B2. Tooth pulsation losses [17, 48]

Stator and rotor tooth pulsation losses are similar to those discussed in Section 2.5.1

under Groul_ A2. These losses are included in Eq. 2.2.

B3. Tooth pulsation cage circulating current losses [4]

The magnetizing reactances corresponding to the harmonic fields due to the steps in

the stator mmf wave are represented by XM(S:__P) in Fig. 2.6, and are given by

I

P XM
XM(SP)- 2

(S-P) (2.17)

i-

V
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P XM
X M(S+P)- (S+p)2

(2.18)

Proceeding as in Section 2.5.1, Group A3 the respective currents and losses are

determined [4]. The total losses due to stator mmf harmonics are then given by:

7 ¸

t

|

11

1I

|

2 2
WM = K f R2B [12M(S-P) + I2M(S+P)]

= KfR2B CM]_ W (2.19)

where Kf and R2B have the same values as in Eq. 2.12, and CM is the sum of the squares

of the ratios of the slot mmf secondary currents to the line current. This constant is also

plotted in Figs. 2.7 through 2.10. These losses are especially significant at high motor slip,

and cause dips in the torque/speed characteristic at their synchronous speeds of [+I/R_+_S)]-

times synchronous speed of the fundamental wave.

ii

I

B4. Stator harmonic cage circulating-current losses [5]

Gap leakage fluxes cause rotor I2R losses, which may be divided as follows:

t Rotor I2R loss due to zigzag leakage flux -

Wz = CmI_ {keR2t_ W (2.20)

-7

where C = loss factor taken from Fig. 2.7 through 2.10.

1-

1
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R2b

= number of phases;

= stator current/phase, A;

= skin-effect ratio for rotor bars at stator slot frequency, which is 2sfl, at

synchronous speed; and

= per phase rotor bar resistance referred to the stator, ft.

_.9.LI2R loss due to belt leakage flux

WB= mll2kmR2b[-_(k2m. 1 + k22m+l)] Wlkl (2.21)

where km

kl

k2m_+.+1

- m, I1, and

= skin-effect ratio for rotor bars at the phase-belt frequency, which

is 2mfl, at synchronous speed

= pitch times distribution factor of the stator winding for the

fundamental field

= pitch times distribution factor of the stator winding for the

(2n_1) field.

R2b are the same as in Eq. (2.20) above].

The lower order harmonics (e.g. 5th, 7th, 1 lth, etc.) due to phase-belt leakage flux

induce currents in the rotor. For these fields, the impedance of a cage rotor is small

compared to the magnetizing reactance when the motor is operating at full speed.

BS, Stator-siot eddy-current losses [5, 54]

The formula for this I2R loss is available in reference [54]. However, these losses

are very small and are generally neglected. These losses appear primarily as increased

resistance of stator conductors due to skin effect. This exua copper loss varies as the fourth

r

i'-
-38-
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power of the strand depth and as the square of the frequency. Thus the loss is negligible in

small random-wound machines, and is held down in large machines by stranding and

transposition.

136. Stator-Overhang eddy-current losses 151

These losses occur in the motor end structure due to end leakage flux.

For the winding geometry shown in Fig. 2.11, this loss is given by:

r

v"

m

0.4 flmN12Dl ( A 2 )]WE= 0"3m I12[1 p2-_07 log l+ 4yly 2

W

(2.22)

where A, DI, Y1 and Y2 are in inches and are shown in Fig. 2.11; m is the number of

phases; P is the number of pole pairs; It is the stator current; and NI is the number of turns

on the stator, per phase.

The formula given in Eq. 2.22 is partly empirical. It states that the end losses are

equal to an empirical multiplier, 0.3, times the reactive kVA due to the flux entering the

laminations axially. The losses arc due to the eddy currents, in the end structure, by axially-

directed leakage fluxes. The losses are larger for large overhangs and when the end bells,

ventilating shields, etc., are close to the end turns.

B7 and BS. Rotor slot and overhang losses

These are abnormal losses and occur only at high slips.

B9, Skew-leakage iron losses

The loss due to skew leakage flux is given by

7"-

(stator iron loss + no-load rotor surface loss) W

(2.23)

I- where [' = phasor difference between load current[ l and the magnetizing current [01

r
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1I

|

and

o = 1 = ratio of skew to stator slot pitch

S= stator slots/pole.

The above formula accounts for the stator iron loss and the rotor surface loss due to

skewing of the rotor. It is assumed here that the loss per unit length of the rotor core length

remains unchanged for a given flux density regardless of the flux distribution along the core

length.

B I0. Stator teeth harmonic core losses 15]

Rotor slot mmf harmonics cause flux pulsation in the stator teeth, but do not cause

any appreciable high-frequency stator currents because the stator winding is nearly open-

circuited to these fields. Since the rotor slot openings are usually small, the resulting flux

pulsations in the stator teeth are only those caused by the rotor slot mmf harmonics. It is

concluded [5] that for normal machines, high-frequency pulsation losses in the stator teeth

produced by the rotor slot mmf harmonics under load is about 3% of the part of the no-load

core losses occurring in the stator teeth. Thus, these are negligible.

1"

i-

2.6. Note on harmonic torques

Stray torques (also called parasitic torques, asynchronous torques of harmonics, or

subsynchronous torques) are also caused by leakage fluxes as they cross the airgap.

Harmonics give rise to variations, both positive and negative, in the torque/speed curves of

induction motor, and they are a contributor to causes of noise in the machine. As the

harmonic torques result from the interaction of stator and rotor harmonic fields, the slot and

overhang leakage fluxes, which link with only one part (stator or rotor) of the machine, do

not produce harmonic torques. However, the gap leakage fluxes, which link partly with

7
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the other winding, do produce harmonic torques. Reluctance torques due to permeance

variations also cause subsynchronous torques.

2.7. Reduction of high-frequency losses

As mentioned earlier, use of slot wedges and increasing the airgap tend to reduce the

high-frequency losses in induction motors. These methods are now considered in some

detail [31, 34, 35].

it

3-

.
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2.7.1. Use of slot wedges

Open-slot designs are widely used in ac machines with double-layer windings. This

type of a winding results in a cost reduction in manufacture compared with single-layer

windings in semi-closed slots, and has the advantage that its coil pitch and winding

distribution may be freely chosen. The open-slot feature, however, has a number of

disadvantages arising from large permeance variations due to relatively wide slot openings.

These disadvantages include high-frequency losses on no-load, higher magnetizing current

due to increased airgap, and a consequent reduction in the machine efficiency and power

factor.

Some of the disadvantages of the open-slot design may be offset by fitting suitable

magnetic slot wedges at the slot mouths, thereby reducing the airgap permeance. Reference

[13] lists some of the requirements for a magnetic slot wedge as follows:

(i) Permeability of the wedge should be high in the radial direction to provide a low

reluctance path for the main flux. If laminations are used, these may be either in the plane of

the machine coreplate laminations, or in the radial plane normal to the machine coreplate.

The wedges should not saturate at normal flux densities.
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(ii) Permeability in the circumferential direction should be low to limit the increase of

cross-slot leakage flux.

(iii) The wedges should smooth out the main flux and reduce flux bundling as near the

stator bore as possible. The airgap surface of wedges should be close to the stator bore

surface.

(iv) Losses in the wedges should be low at normal flux densities.

(v) Mechanical strength and durability under service conditions should be adequate.

(vi) The extra cost of the wedges should be sufficiently low to have an economic

advantage by their use.

It has been experimentally verified [13] that the total high-frequency no-load loss of

an induction motor may be reduced by about 60% by magnetic slot wedges. However, they

have negligible influence on stray load losses, since these losses are not greatly affected by

stator slot openings. It is generally believed that magnetic slot wedges aid in reducing:

(i) electromagnetic noise due to the decrease of equivalent width of stator slot;

(ii) excitation current due to the reduction in the effective airgap, and

(iii) starting current due to the increase of statot leakage reactance (which also reduces

the starting torque and power factor). But reference [35] does not consider these problems

significant in large machines, as, in practice, slot wedges are likely to be saturated during

starting, and a decrease of power factor is offset by a decrease in the starting current).

Whereas much of the work related to the effectiveness of slot wedges has been

experimental, an analysis of the flux distribution in a slot by the finite-element method is

presented in Fig. 2.12, which is taken from reference |35]. It may be seen from Fig. 2.12

that the flux distribution is very much equalized by the use of a magnetic slot wedge. As a

consequence, the Carter coefficient, kc, and airgap flux density pulsation factor 13vary with

r
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the presence (or absence) of magnetic slot wedges. The constants kc and 13are defined by

Eq. 2.24 and Eq.2.25 below:

Blnax

kc= B (2.24)

B0

13= B max (2.25)

II

1

F

r

where B0, Bmax and B are shown in Fig. 2.13. Both ke and 13represent the ripple in the

airgap flux. Thus, the high-frequency losses are very much dependent on kc and 13; that is,

larger 13and kc result in larger flux-density pulsations and larger high-frequency losses.

Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the variations in 13 and kc, respectively, in the presence of

magnetic slot wedges.

In Figures 2.13 and 2.14,

b = slot opening

x = slot pitch

g = airgap length (radial)

Its = relative permeability of wedges

Reference [35J also gives the no-load characteristics of a 10 pole 525 kW induction

motor having magnetic slot wedges. These characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.16. The

effectiveness of magnetic slot wedges is clear from Figs. 2.14 through 2.16.

Using slot wedges to reduce high frequency no-load losses has also been studied for

small induction motors. Reference [34] reports on the use of soft ferrite slot wedges,

instead of magnetic slot wedges, in a 3-phase, 4-pole, 750 W induction motor. It has been

reported that the efficiency of the ferrite-wedged motor improved by 4%, at rated output and

by 11% at a quarter of the rated output with a decrease of 3% in the starting torque.
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2.7.2. Effect of large airgap

The use of larger airgaps tends to reduce the stray load losses by smoothing out the

ripples in leakage fluxes. The variation of the total load losses with the airgap (radial) length

is shown in Fig. 2.17 [17], which may be approximated by

Wn,- 2-L-g = loss-reduction factor (2.26)

II

il-

1-

I

where Wllg and Wll0 are the stray load losses at airgaps g and go respectively.

Equation (2.26) shows that the load losses decrease as the airgap increases. But the

decrease is not as rapid as the ratio (g0/g) 2 suggested by Richter [481. In order to verify

(2.26) experimentally, the airgap of a 4-pole 7 l/2-hp induction motor was increased from

0.33 mm to 0.51 mm [17]. It was found that the reduction in the load losses at 0.51 mm

airgap, as compared with its value at 0.33 mm airgap, was 56% as measured, and 61% as

calculated form (3.30). However, lengthening the airgap is not an ideal solution as larger

airgap leads to lower power transfer across the airgap.

2.7.3. Use of low loss core materials

This is an obvious solution to reduce both the high-frequency losses. However, the

utilization of low core materials is limited by the cost and availability of the material.

2.7.4. Selection of Slot Ratio

As indicated in Figs 2.7 through 2.10, the harmonic rotor current losses caused by

the permeance mmf harmonics are greatly reduced by choosing a rotor to stator slot ratio

close to but preferably less than one. It would appear that, strictly on the basis of stray loss

IF

l-
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considerations, a design with fewer rotor slots than stator slots has a significant advantage.

Whereas many machines manufactured in the U.S. use more rotor than stator slots, the

opposite is generally true for motors manufactured in Europe and elsewhere. For high

speed machines, the advantage of a rotor/stator slot ratio less than one may be especially

significant.

2.7.5. Use of sleeve-rotor motors with airgap windings

From the preceding discussions it is clear that much of the high-frequency losses

arise from teeth and slots on the stator and on the rotor, and also from rotor bar mmfs.

Obviously, all of these "evils" are not present in a sleeve-rotor (or solid-rotor) induction

motor having slotless (or airgap) windings. However, at the present these motors are of

relatively small ratings. Considerable amount of work has to be done to assess the

usefulness of such motors for high-frequency applications.

2.8. Sample calculations of losses

We now consider a numerical example to illustrate the application of the loss

calculation formulas of Section 2.3.

In the following the fundamental frequency stator and rotor core losses and the high

frequency stator and rotor iron losses and rotor I2R losses are included, emphasis being on

the high frequency losses. In particular, we consider the following:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Fundamental frequency stator core loss Wt + Wy.

Rotor surface loss on no-load, Ws0

Core loss in rotor teeth, Wt0k

Stray load losses consisting of:

(a) Eddy current loss in stator copper, Wsc, due to slot leakage flux

I--

V
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

Losses in the motor end structure, WE, due to end leakage flux

Stator and rotor surface losses, Wsl.., due to zigzag leakage flux

High frequency tooth pulsation and rotor 12R loss, Wz, due to circulating

currents induced by zigzag leakage flux

Six-times frequency (for a 3-phase motor) rotor I2R losses, WB, due to

circulating currents induced by stator belt leakage flux

Extra iron losses in skewed slots, WK, due to skew leakage flux

Rotor 12R loss, Wp, due to permeance harmonic zigzag leakage flux.

2.8.1. Design data

The data pertain to a 15 HP, 3-phase, 60-Hz, 1200 rpm, 220-V motor designed by

Kuhlmann [37]. It is given that:

stator winding turns/phase, NI = 81

full load stator current/phase, I1 ---39.3 A

number of phases, m = 3

no-load stator current/phase, I01 = 12.4 A

fundamental frequency pitch factor, kpl = 0.985

fundamental frequency distribution factor, kdl = 0.96

number of pole pairs, P = 3

hysteresis loss constant, oh = 2.05 w/lb

eddy-current loss constant Oe = 1.0 W/'lb

fundamental flux density in stator tooth, Btl " 97,000 lines/in 2 (= 1.503 T)

weight of stator teeth, Wtl = 1.53 lb

stator input frequency, fl = 60 Hz

stator bore, DI = 9.5 in

rotor core length, Lc -- 4.5 in
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stator tooth pitch, _.1 = 0.553 in

number of stator teeth, S = 54

airgap flux density, Bg = 42,300 lines/in 2

number of rotor teeth, R = 65

rotor tooth pitch, _.2 = 0.459 in

rotor slot opening, ws2 = 0.06 in

stator yoke flux density Bly = 96,500 lines/in 2 = 1.496 T

stator slot opening, Wsl = 0.3 in

stator tooth width = 0.26 in

stator yoke weight Vy= 33.2 lb

rotor tooth width, wt2 = 0.399 in

rotor teeth weight, vt2 = 13.54 lb.

overhang data (Fig. 2.11) -

Y1 = 1.585 in

Y2 = 1.355 in

A = 1.05 in

full-load slip = 0.037

rotor bar height, h = 0.531 in = 0.0135 m

rotor bar resistance referred to stator, R2b = 0.1211.

3.8.2. Loss calculations

We first calculate the fundamental frequency core loss by a formula similar to Eq.

(2.2), and then proceed to determine the losses given in Table 2.1.

1"
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Stator core loss due to fundamental frequency flux

Core loss in stator teeth [Eq. (2.2a)1

Wt= 1.50352 2.05 + 1 _ 15.3

= 54.74 W (50.5 W estimated by Kuhlmann)

l

Core loss in stator yoke

Wy= 1.4962 [2.05 (16-1_}+ 1 (1-_} 2] 33.2

It = 118.14 W (108 W estimated by Kuhlmann)

I-
AI. Rotor surface loss on no-load [Eq. (2.1)]

Pole-face loss coefficient [Fig. 2.3]

Kpf =.0.45 for w/g = 13.6

I
rotor iron loss coefficient [Fig. 2.4]

V

and

Cs2 = 38 in Eq. (2.1)

1-
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9.5x 4.5 I_-_2-_-_x 0.45x 38x 0.553 = 144.67 WWs0=2x

No-load stator surface loss is neglected.

A2. Rotor tooth core loss - [Eq. (2.2)]

Sl
Order of harmonic k = -- = 18

P

i

t

kPk2 18x3x0.459
=

13k- D 2 9.5
-2.61

l

11

From Fig. 2.5, 13= 0.6

Amplitude of kth order harmonic flux density,

111

¥

Bk = g- (2----_)Bs =g-[ 0"6 142"3 = 28'480 lines/in2 = 0"448T2 2 [2-0.6/

Let rotor core damping factor ktk = 0.5 [Eq. 2.2c], then from (2.2b):

Btk = 0.5 x 0.448 x _ x sin 2,61 = 0.0494 T
0.399 2.61

Wt0k = 0.04942 [2.05 {1-11_00)+ 1 {1L_ )2] x 13.54=4.59 W

7

[Eq. (2.2), and note that f2k = kfl = 18 x 60 =1080].

Stator tooth pulsation loss neglected.
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A3. Tooth pulsation circulating current loss

From the given data we have

IF kf= 6.12, R2B = 3 x 0.12, Cp- 0.06,

IM= 12.3 A.

7"

Consequently, Eq. (2.12) yields

Wp= 6.12 x 3 x 0.12 x 0.06 x 12.32= 20.0W

1f
B1. Surface losses on load [Eq. (2.15) and (2.16)1

Rotor surface loss (with S = 54/6 = 9)

WSL2 = 2 x 9.5 x 4.5 [ 39"3 12142"3_ 2x 38 x 0.553 = 39.87 W

_9x12.4]' 100 !

11"

m

For the stator, from Fig. 3.4, Csl = 50 and with R = 65/6 = 10.83 slots/pole (on

the rotor) we have:

WSLI =2 X 9.5X 4.5 [ 39,3 12 (41_ _ 50X 0.459 = 30.07 W
[10.83 x 12.4]

B.2. Tooth pulsation losses5

Neglected.

I-
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B.3. Tooth oulsation ca_e circulating-current losses

[See Eq. (2.19)]

Proceeding as in A3 we have

Kf= 6.12, R2B= 3 x 0.12, CM= 0.015,

11= 39.3 A.

Thus, from Eq. (2.19) we have

WM= 6.12 x 0.12 x 0.015 x 39.32= 51.0 W

l

1F

B4. Stator harmonic cage circulating-current losse,s

Loss due to belt leakage [Eq. (2.21)]. Phase-belt frequency referred to the rotor,

fm= 2mf(1-s) = 2 x 3 x 60(1--0.037) = 346.68 Hz

-7

x 346.68 x 4g x 10
Tim=

-6
0.02 x 10

× 0.01 35 = 3.53

1F

3--

then

sinh 2rim + sin 2Tim
km= _'lm = 3.53

cosh 2r I_t- cos 21"!m

F"
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electrical angle between two adjacent stator slots, Ctl = 20 °

slots/pole/phase, q = 3

fundamental distribution factor

sin(qot 1/2)
kq! = = 0.96

qsin(otl/2)

(2m+ l)th harmonic distribution factor

kq(2m+l ) =

sinIq(2m+l)ot 1/21

qsin[(2m+l)ot 1/21

--0.177

(2m- i)th harmonic distribution factor

I" sin[q(2m+l)Otl/2]
kq(2m- 1) = qsin[(2m+ 1)cq/2] = 0.218

From Eq. (2.21)

x0.218 + 1 x--0.177

WB = 3 x 39.32 x 3.53 x 0.12 7- = 5.41 W
0.962

7V

B5. Stator slot eddy-current losses

Neglected.

I-
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B6. Loss due to end leakage flux [Eq. (2.22)]

W_ = 0.3 x 3 x 39.32 I0"4 x60 x 3 x 812 x 9"5 l°g (1+32× 10 7 1.062 )]4 x 1.585 x 1.355

=3.5 W

il

BT. and BS. Rotor slot and overhang losses

Neglected.

II B9. Loss 0ue to skew leakage flux [Eq. (2.23)]

I[
]' = il - iol = 33.89 Z-12.40 ° A

V

Then, from Eq. (2.23),

(54.74 + 118.14 + 57.87) = 17.5 W

i

V

BIO. Stator teeth harmonic core loss

Neglected.

I--
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Total stray losses

Wt(stray )= Wso+ Wt0 k+ Wp + WSL 1+ WSL 2 + W M + W B + W E + WK

= 144.67 + 4.59 + 20.0 + 30.07 + 39.87 + 51.0 + 5.41 + 3.5 + 17.5

= 316.61 W

I

I

I

l

T

l

[

T

2.9. Conclusions

Causes of high-frequency losses in induction motors are space harmonics arising

from the stator and rotor geometries such as slot and tooth permeances and discontinuous

current distributions. These space harmonics not only produce the so-called stray losses but

also generate _noise and harmonic torques. In this report, these losses have been segregated

into different categories, their causes and types - whether eddy-current or 12R losses - are

identified. Brief discussions of the location of these losses and their nature are also given.

Without derivations, formulas for calculating the various losses are included and their

applications are illustrated by a numerical example. Means of reducing high-frequency stray

losses are also.suggested.

In terms of their significance, for normal low-slip operation surface core losses (item

A1 in Table 2.1) are the most significant. For the numerical example considered, this loss is

over 45 per cent of the total stray loss due to harmonic fluxes resulting from permeance

variations. However, a major portion of this loss occurs in the rotor surface due to the

stator slot openings. The corresponding stator surface loss due to the rotor slot openings is

negligible for semi-closed rotor slotting. This loss is dependent on the stator slot frequency

and also on the core material.
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Stator and rotor core surface losses caused by the gap leakage harmonic fluxes (item

B1 in Table 2.1) constitute about 22 per cent of the total stray losses. These are stray-load

losses and are similar to the no-load surface losses except that the former are significant in

the stator surface also.

The next significant loss is the tooth-pulsation cage circulating loss (item B3 in Table

2.1) constituting about 16 per cent of the total stray loss. This is a stray-load loss in the

rotor cage and is especially significant at high slips.

Tooth-pulsation cage circulating current losses (item A3 in Table 2.1) on no-load are

about 6 per cent of the stray losses. These losses are similar to those of item B3.

Other losses are less than 5 per cent of the total stray losses.

In terms of their effectiveness in reducing high-frequency stray losses, use of slot

wedges has been found to he most effective. Use of (permissible) large airgaps and

appropriate stator/rotor slot ratio also tend to reduce the stray losses.

Reference [28] gives 13 rules which make it possible to reduce the stray full-load

losses to 1% of the power input.

The rules refer to 1he number of stator and rotor slots, slot skewing, coil pitch,

parallel winding paths, slot opening, transverse rotor resistance, influence of working and

ageing.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

These rules are as follows:

S>R

Number of stator slots as high as possible.

NonZ-skewed stator and rotor slots, especially if S < R.

Two-layer chorded stator winding with a chord 5/6.

With a delta connection: IS - RI _ 2p, 4p, 8p lP = pole pairs].

With parallel paths: a connection making the secondary

impossible.

armature reaction

I-
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8.

o

10.

11.

12.

13.

Ratio of slot opening w to segment height h: rotor: w/h < 1; stator w/h < 3.

Re-turn rotor surface to prevent sheets to be short-circuited, stator bore better not

re-turned.

Use of sharp press-tools if sheets are not annealed.

Use of annealed sheets, particularly for small motors.

Small stator and rotor slot openings.

With skewed machines transverse resistance either very small or very large.

Storage of the motors because, due to ageing, the stray losses are reduced after six

months to 0.6 of their original value.
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2.12 Appendix A

Analytical Determination of Surface Lo_es

A1. Introduction

Much of the published work on the determination of surface losses, as given in this

report, is based on empirical or graphical methods [5,7]. Reference [28] gives an analytical

method, but does not account for lamination thickness and does not determine the harmonic

field. Reference [46], although accounting for the effect of lamination thickness, also does

not give the determination of harmonic fields. Clearly, graphical methods [17] are tedious

and inaccurate and the empirical method [5] is limited to a specific lamination and frequency.

In the following, we present a general method of finding the surface losses analytically.

The method is based on the assumption that the stator slots are open and the harmonic field

has the distribution as shown in Fig. 2.5. These assumptions have been used by Alger [5],

and the proposed method accounts for skin effect and is valid for any lamination thickness

and any operating frequency. For rotor tooth "overhang", a factor is introduced in the

expression for the surface flux at the rotor tooth.

A2. Airgap flux distribution

Qualitatively, we assume that the harmonic flux density distribution due to slotting is

sinusoida115] with a double amplitude _l, the maximum flux density of the permeance ripple

being 13/(2-1_) times the fundamental flux density at any point. The flux pulsation, 13,as a

function of slot opening/airgap, w/g, is shown in Fig. 2.5. The maximum flux density for

each harmonic is given by

(AI)

1"

l" -61-
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where Bg is the average flux density in the airgap. The flux density distribution may then be

written as

blk = B ikCOS kx (A2)

where B lk is the same as given by (A 1).

g

A3. Surface flux at the rotor tooth

In order to find the surface flux over a rotor tooth, we divide the tooth surface into N

regions, and obtain the flux density in each region. By integrating the harmonic flux density

in each of these N regions and subtracting from it the Nth part of the tooth body flux (which

causes the tooth pulsation loss) an approximate value of the surface flux in each region is

obtained [46]. The accuracy of calculations will depend on the number of regions N.

Referring the flux density given by Eq. (A2) to the rotor coordinates we have

b 1K = B IK cos(kx-c0t) (A3)

Now, the flux in the body of one rotor tooth, i.e., the tooth pulsation flux, is obtained by

integrating Eq. (A3) over a tooth width at the rotor surface wrt0.. Thus, expressing the

result in the form given in [46] we obtain

where

_)rtk = B lk/Wrt0
sin(kxk2/R')

= rotor stack length, m

COS ¢.Omt

(A4)
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! = number of rotor slots per pole

1

|

tooth width at the rotor surface Wrt0

k2 = rotor tooth pitch = tro

|

II

Notice that K2 accounts for the rotor tooth overhand effect.

Let us divide the tooth surface into two regions (N = 2). Then, the integration of

Eq. (A3) over a region given, approximately, half the tooth body flux of Eq. (A4) and a

surface flux which enters only in one half of the tooth but leaves via the other half.

1

Integrating (A3) over 0 to _- wrt 0 , the flux in each region is

sin(kxk2/2R') [k_k2 }_brk = 1 Blkl Wrt0 k_k2/2R' cos _ 2R' + c0mt
2 (A5)

Ii

I[

Then, the surface flux in each of the two regions is approximately given by

1

(A6)

i

F

where _ and erk are respectively given in Eqs. (A4) and (A5).

The average value of (C_sk/Wrt0) 2 is:

w ,t0/.,,e = 8 -_ B gl 2C 1,
(A7)

where

V
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1

[sin(knk2/2R')_ +[sin(knk2/R')] 2
cx'--t ]L k --ff "J

sin(knk2/2R'), sin(knk2/R') knk2]
k_k2/2R' - _ cos 2R'] (A8)

i

A4. No-load rotor surface loss

The no-load surface loss per unit rotor surface is given by [46]:

i-

I

W$ _ _2_,3p -sinh(2_:l) - sin(23,d) 1 W/m2

(A9)

| This method accounts for the skin effect by the factor within braces where

/-
_ mm

_rsk

Wrt0

- flux per unit tooth width, wbAn 2

_,2 = IJ.(ok/2p, m "2

t

|

1-

I.t = _trtt0

P

(Ok = 2nfk

d

= permeability, H/m

= resistivity, fl-m

= angular frequency of kth harmonic

= lamination thickness, m.

Finally the total no-load surface loss becomes, from Eqs. (A8) and (A9):
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l_. 8 16 2-_ B2g12 _)t'3p Clr
Ix2

W

(AI0)

In (A10) the factor 2 accounts for the losses due to two equal harmonics of the order (2.o-1)

and _Dfk is the surface area across the direction of the

A5. Rotor surface loss on load

Proceeding as in reference

multiplying Eq. (A 10) by a factor

[5] the rotor surface loss on load is obtained by

I)2 1KR.=

(All)

to obtain

WSL2 = 2xD/2 l g2 2 k2p
8 16 Bg _ Cu sinh(2kd)-sin(2_:l) ](S I_'--_'o_

cosh(2_tt)-cos(22td)J (A12)

where

t*

I

I0

= number of stator slots per pole

= rms stator load current, A

= rms stator no-load current, A.

A6. Stator s0rfla_g loss on load:

By analogy with Eq. (A12), the stator surface loss on load is given by:
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"_,nt 2 1___ n2 _2p [ sinh(2_l)-sin(2X_d)

WSL1 = ..... 8 16 _'8 _ Cls Lcosh(2J_l)-cos(224i) (A13)

I

where

Cls

- number of rotor slots per pole.

= 2n(2R'fl)g/2p

sin(knKl/2S') /sin(knKl/S') I2 sin(kgKl/2S) • sin(k;tK1/S')
kgK]/2S' kxKl/S'

| • cos(knK 1/2S) (A 14)

il-

KI effective tooth width in airgap for stator = W,t0 ;
- stator tooth in pitch at airgap ts0

for stator slot, K1 -- 1.

|

A7. Stator surface loss on no-load:

Due to closed or semi-closed rotor slot, the no-load stator surface losses are

negligible.

!

I-

A8. Sample calculations

The data for the motor are adopted from Kuhlmann [37].

! k = 2S'+1 = 17, 19

fk = 2Sfl = 1080 Hz

(.Ok= 2nfk = 6785.8 rad/s

r

1-
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r

w
--= 13.6
g

w

From Fig. 3.5, the flux pulsation [3 can be found by using _ = 13.6

[3 = 0.85

Bk= _ Bg = 24555.6 lines/in 2 = 0.3806 tesla

11"

K2 = Wrt° -- 0.871
tr0

It= 800 It0 = 1.005 x 10 .3 H/m

p = 5 × 10. 7 _M for 1% Si steel

T
_2 _ _kIt _ 6821824.4

2p

1

1-

i

= 2611.8

d = 0.019"= 4.826 x 10. 4 m

22_1= 2.521

Clr = 0.1175

sinh(2kd)-sin(2_,d)

cosh(2kd)-cos(2kd)

= 0.801

1-

¥
-67 -
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2

= 3.37 x 106P
2

_t

Wso 2_D128]-_[ _ /2" 2_'2p
16_2-_] _g -_Clr

"sinh(2Xd)-sin(2_kd) 1

= 90.3 W (144 W by using the methyl of _f_nce [5].

r

F

f

F

F

I

r
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Fig. 2.1. Variation of flux density over tooth top.
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V

|

-

|
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I

|

Fig. 2.2. Two relative positions of a rotor tooth T, with respect to stator teeth,

showing permeance variations.

(From Reference 42)
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Fig. 2.11. End structure of an induction motor; all distances are in inch.

(From Reference 3)
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Section 3

High Frequency Time Harmonic Losses

in Induction Motors
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f

ir

I
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3.1. Introduction

In the first part of this report we have considered the high-frequency stray losses

arising from space harmonics. Because the induction motor is supplied at 400 Hz via an

electronic converter with a high frequency (20 kHz) carrier it is importtant that we consider

the losses stemming from the carrier frequency. We term these losses as those due to high-

frequency time harmonics. The major components of time-harmonic losses at high

frequencies are:

(i) 12R (coppe0 losses in stator and rotor windings;

(ii) Core losses in stator and rotor cores at the high carrier frequency; and

(iii) Stray losses, which are essentially surface losses in the rotor and stator.

In evaluating these losses, two phenomena--skin effect and the screening effect of

the reaction field produced by the induced eddy currents--must be taken into account. We

do so by introducing appropriate factors later in the text. The physical significance of skin

depth becomes evident if the depth of the material located in the field is several times larger

than the skin depth. In this case the electromagnetic wave penetrating into the considered

region vanishes at a relatively small depth.

3.2. Resistance and reactance correction factors

Because of a pronounced conductor skin effect, the resistance and reactance of slot-

embedded stator and rotor conductors depend on frequency. The modified resistance and

reactance, accounting for their skin-effect dependence, are respectively given by

R(o)) = krnR o (3.1)
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i--

I

and

X(_) = kxnXl (co)+ Xcn d (3.2)

where Xt (to) is that portion of leakage reactance which depends on skin effect; Xcnd is

assumed to be independent of skin effect. The correction factors km and kxn account for

the deviation of values of resistance and reactance from their low-frequency values. These

correction factors are obtained by solving the field equations for the model shown in

Fig. 3.1a and for the nth conductor are given by

krn = _(_) + n(n-l)v(_)
(3.1)

i'-

I

l

where

kxn = "--3-2-- [rl(_) + n(n-1)_(_)]

z

q)(_) = _ sinh2_+sin2_

cosh2_-cos2_

V(_) = 2_ sinh2_-sin2_

cosh2_+cos2_

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

|

he,)= sinh2_-sin2_

cosh2_-cos2_ (3.5)

_.(_) = 2_ sinh_+sin_

cosh_+cos_
(3.6)

and _ = h/8, 8 being the skin-depth.

-87-
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The average values of the correction factors, as obtained from

i--

l-

|

I-

7

1 M

k_ = _ n_l__kr,,

are given by

and

k,.= +

kx m

2_2M 2

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

V

The correction factor for the rotor with only one conductor in a slot, for M= 1 in

Eq. (3.8), may be approximated by

I1

4k,= (p(_)_= 1 + _ O< _ < 1

=--_ _>1

(3.10)

(3.11)

f As defined earlier, _ = h/k, which may also be written as

_ = Inl't° _)°'5 h_ "5_p
(3.12)

f--

3.2.1. Corrected rotor resistance

For aluminum rotor bars, p = 425 x 10 -10 _m at 150 ° C, and we may take c _=_b,

so that Eq. (3.12) becomes

r
-88-
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V

=9.638 hfv°5
(3.13)

where fv is the time-harmonic frequency. Consequently, for the rotor

f
Rv(bar)

= kr =

/

1 + 1150 h4_

9.638 h_ -5

0 < _ < 1 or fv < 0.0108h "2

> 1 or fv > 0.0108h -2 (3.14)

Often, h is expressed in cm, in which case Eq. (3.14) may be written as

4 2
1 +0.115 h(cm)f_x 10-4

0.0964 h(cm)_ "5

fv < 108hi_ )

fv > 108hi2m)
(3.15)

The corrected rotor resistance is given by

li

II

1"

4 2
1 + C'l h(cm)fvz

C"l h(cm)f°n"_

fv < 108hiL )

fv > 108hi2cm)
(3.16)

v'-"

v-

IF

where C'I = 0.115 x 10 -4 and C"I = 0.0964. In Eq. (3.16) we have assumed that the end-

ring resistance is affected by the skin effect in the same way as the bar resistance.

Major factors influencing Rrv are:

(i) rotor bar height or relative height (_ = h/_i), which determines the nature of the

frequency-dependence of the corrected rotor resistance.
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skin effect in the end-ring resistance.

bar and slot shapes, affecting the value of C"l (ranging from 0.025 to 0.15).

3.2.2. Corrected stator resistance

It is generally assumed [3,10] that the results obtained for the model of Fig. 3.1a

are approximately valid for circular conductors. To obtain values ofr M, c and h it is

necessary to select a reasonable value for the number of conductors per layer and then to

convert the round wires in each layer to an equivalent rectangular layer. Using the

approach suggested by Niemela, et al., the last conversion can be accomplished in three

steps.

step (i)- Express the dimensions of the layer of round wires as shown in

Fig. 3.1 b(i)

step (ii) - Replace the round wires by conductors of rectangular cross-section,

having the same area as that of the round wire. Thus with hcu = bcu in

Fig. 3.1 b(ii)

h¢u = 2_ dcu (3.17)

Step (iii) - Butt the wires together as shown in Fig. 3.1b(iii) for which

c=Nlhcu (3.18)

where N 1 = number of round conductors per layer.
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For the stator, the correction factors given by Eq. (3.8) may be approximated by

kr=

2

4 , /
1+_-_ + 3 _3 ]

0<_<1

_, + M_ (2_) _> 1

(3.19)

These equations may also be written (for copper conductors in stator slots,

p = 205 x 10 -lO g/m) as

kr

-2
fv < 51 h(cm)

-2
C"2h(em)_ "5 fv > 5 lh(cm) (3.20a)

where
05

= O. 1388h(cm)fv" ,

and

1o4
c,,2-[l÷_M2.1]o.14,

Recall that kr is the ratio of the stator resistance at a frequency fv to its de resistance. Thus,

-91-
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Rsv = krRs(_) (3.20b)

I

-i-

q-

7

T

W

T

|

Plots of correction coefficients and dc resistance Rs,dc(~ l/h) of stator conductors as

functions of relative height (_ - h/_i) are shown in Fig. 3.2. In this figure, kt/_ is for the

total effective resistance -- resistance of the conductor in the slot plus the resistance of the

end connection. The difference between the dashed-line curves and the solid-line curves

arises due to the way in which the resistance of the end connection is taken into account.

Solid-line curves correspond to the assumption that the resistance of the end connection has

the same correction coefficient as does that in the slot. The dashed-line curves correspond

to the assumption that the resistance of the end connection has no skin effect. From these

curves it is evident that the losses are minimum for a certain conductor height, known as

the critical height of the conductor.

Mathematically, the critical height is obtained from

dR$,v
_=0

For a given frequency, _i is fixed; and _ varies with h. Now,

i

Rsv = kr---L- = kr _
• och _ 6c5

F"

dR$,v
Thus, _ = 0 implies that

or

I-
-92-
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1-

+1 2 ] o

For M=I,

i-

3_

_critical = --= 1.57
2 (3.20c)

For M > 2

1/4

_critical= (M23_0.2 ")
(3.20d)

1--

lql"

Equations (3.20a) and (3.20b) show the nonuniform increase in the stator

resistance. At low frequencies, the resistance increases as fv2 , whereas at high harmonic

0.5
frequencies the resistance is proportional to fv • The stator end connection resistance is

assumed to vary in a manner similar to the resistance of the conductors in the slot.

We now consider the variation of kr with M. Combining Eqs. (3.18a) and (3.20a)

yields

kr ={0.14 knil c-b_--)1[1 + 2(M2-1)] _'5 (3.20e)

m
t

t

Note that for large M's, (3.20e) becomes

kr = ¢xM_ "5 (3.20f)

I--

where ¢x is a proportionality constant.

r
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Now, if H = constant, for large M, kr is directly proportional to M and Rsv

increases with kr, since Rdc = constant. Next, if M = constant, as H increases, Rdc( ~ l/H)

decreases and kr(" H) increases. Thus the corrected resistance Rsv = -krRdc remains

approximately unchanged with an increase in H.

The factors influencing Rsv are:

(i)

(ii)

('.i)

(iv)

number of layers of conductors, M; kr is sensitive to M.

height of conductor layers, h, which determine the nature of the frequency-

dependence of the corrected stator resistance.

skin-effect, affecting the end-connection resistance.

conductor shape, material, and temperature.

3.2.3. Corrected rotor leakage reactance

For the rotor we have M=I and kx of Eq. (3.9) may be approximated by

k x =

1 0<_<1

3 _>1

2_ (3.21 )

Substituting _ = 0.1 h(cm)fv 0.5 in Eq. (3.21) yields

{ 1 fv< 108hiL)
r_,, L-I c-05 -2
L. 3n(cm)aV" fv > 108h(cm)

where C"3 = 15.

(3.22a)
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U

The rotor end-ring leakage reactance is practically independent of skin effect, as

indicated by Eq. (3.2). Therefore, the corrected rotor leakage reactance becomes

IF Xiv "- kx _- X'2 (fl) + _ X2_ad (fl)
(3.22b)

I-

where X'2(fl) = (X2-X2cnd) at the fundamental frequency fl.

Figure 3.3 shows a substantial increase in the effective reactance of the conductor

as the slot opening or the ratio l/a is reduced (where I and a are slot dimensions shown in

Fig. 3.3(a)). Notice that the variation of reactance with !/a is greater for higher values of

h/8.

[-

3.2.4. _orr_cted stator leakage reactance

Since we have M layers of conductors in stator slots, kx of Eq. (3.9) may be

approximated by

( 1 0<_> 1

1kx---

1 M211
,¢

which may also be written as (for copper windings)

f 1

kx = kx _ i

/ _".k-1 ¢-0.5
4_(cm)LV

-2
fv < 51 h(cm)

-2
fv > 51 h(cm)

(3.23)

(3.24a)
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V

where

C,, 4 7.14 (M 2
= -_ + 0.5)

1-

T

11

ll

T

Again the stator end-connection leakage reactance is independent of skin effect.

The corrected stator leakage reactance becomes:

fv
X Iv = kx _ X ',[f,I+ Vl x,=,,_f,l

(3.24b)

where X'l(fl) = (XI-Xlend) at the fundamental frequency ft.

Figure 3.4 shows the ratio of the measured leakage inductance to the normal

leakage inductance at fundamental frequency [3]. Notice that the leakage inductance does

not drop as fast as indicated by skin effect. This is due to the fact that the end leakage

inductance is relatively independent of the skin effect in the slots.

7-

7-

T

"V

7"-

T'-

3.3. IZR loss calculations

Knowing the corrected resistances and leakage reactances, the I2R losses in the

rotor and stator may be determined from the approximate equivalent circuit which consists

of the resistances and leakage reactances in series. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.5

is developed from that of a conventional induction motor by setting

vf I - (1-s)f t
Sv- = 1 forv>> 1

vf 1

The magnetizing reactance being relatively large is not included in the circuit of Fig. 3.5.

1-

|
-96-
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From the circuit the harmonic current is given by

1-

It-

12 - V 2 = V____ev

. (R,_+ R_)2+{X_ + X2_)2 _ 0.25)

where Vv = RMS input harmonic voltage at fv

Rsv = (kr)sRs(d,:)

Rrv = (k,)rRr(de)

fv

X lv : {kx}s_l X llfl} + Xlend

I"

and

fv

X2v = [kxJ, _-_1X2{f,} + X2end

fl = input fundamental frequency (60 Hz).

11

'D

11

obtain

Using the frequency constraints on the correction factors for high frequencies, we

Zv = {R,v + RM + j(X,v + X2v)

C"2hRs(dc) + " 0.5= C iHRr(dc))(cm:V

+j i[f, h X'l(fl)+ f--_ X'2(fl _.5 +[Xlend(fl) + X2end{fl}] _-1(era) (3.26)
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T

1

Then, the losses are given by:

2

stator copper loss - {Wc_sv = 3IcR,v

rotor copper loss -(Weary - 3l_Rrv

(3.27a)

(3.27b)

The ratio of copper loss at a high harmonic frequency to that at fundamental

frequency is:

1

-I-

1

1

i

1

for stator fv > 51 h'2(cm):

(Weu)sv ,-,,, ,_ ,o.5/Iv_ 2

_-'_1 = K., 211(cm)l,_ -_h-1] (3.27c)

for rotor fv > 108h'2(cm):

(W_,)_
_1-- C"'n(em)_'_I_-2 _ (3.27d)

where I1 and I'2 are, respectively, the stator and rotor currents on load at fundamental

frequency.

"7"

1-

3.4. High-frequency core losses

High-frequency stator mmf produces a rotating magnetic field, with the

synchronous speed t0sv = 2_fv, in the airgap. This high-frequency field penetrates the

stator and _rotor teeth surfaces to a skin depth giving rise to traditional core losses at the

(fundamental) carrier frequency, fv. Because the field does not significantly penetrate the

-98-
I
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11-

-F

tooth body, there will be no respective loss. The induced eddy currents produce a reaction

field, which will further reduce the resultant flux density. According to Richter [8] the

respective stator and rotor core losses are given by

[ {__)2 ..t fv_,2llB_m_l2W/kg(Wfe)sv= oe k2kk_"_" l,,J_100r_Ik]_ iDOl (3.28a)

(3.28b)

where fv

Bmv

= harmonic frequency

= maximum harmonic airgap flux density, gauss

T-
,'t/ cosh_-cos_ = skin-effect factor (3.29a)

ksk - _ ¥ cosh_+cos_

l

]l
k,l 3 ( sinh_-sin_ = reaction-field factor (3.29b)

l

= 2d_

= V_xov/2p = 1
5

2d = lamination thickness

...._

= skin depth, m
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g = grBO = core permeability, I-tim

i-

-I

-|

11

|

P = resistivity of laminations, f_-mm2/m - O. 15 fi-mm2/m

Plots of Eqs. (3.29a) and (3.29b) with _ {- 1_ are shown in Fig.3.6.

To determine Bmv, we observe that the harmonic field due to high carrier frequency

does not contribute to the magnetizing field (Fig. 3.5).

The harmonic flux per pole is given by

= Bray/_ i (3.30a)

T The corresponding harmonic voltage becomes

T Ev = 4.44 fv Ndt_v = NeffBmv _D/
P (3.30b).

"1

W

11

I

where Neff = effective number of stator turns/phase and Neff = 4t-_x N, (kx being the

correction factor for leakage reactance and N is actual number of turns/phase).

The effective number of turns Neff in Eq. (3.30b) is a consequence of skin effect

which tends to reduce the number of turns and the corresponding reactance. For instance,

without skin effect, the leakage flux linkage is given by

X/v
XI=_Ilv

CO V

With skin effect, the leakage flux linkage becomes

T

| -100-
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Assuming the leakage permeance A! to be the same in both cases, the above flux linkages

may be written as

and

JLiv = kxN2 AI lie

_v

.2 At
= Neff_ Ilv-

COv

Consequently, Neff = _ N.

Referring to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.5, we obtain:

IVy - (gsv+jXlv}I,J

Bmv = 4--_4 fv Neff (/_/) T (3.30c)

Notice that the core losses at high carrier frequency are very small for the following

reasons:

(i) From an equivalent circuit viewpoint, since Sv = 1, the magnetizing impedance,

being very large compared to (Rrv + X2v), may be neglected. Consequently,

I2mvRcv = 0.
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1

"ll"

|

T

(ii) From a physical point of view, since the high frequency field does not penetrate the

tooth body, the corresponding loss is negligible. Sample calculations validate this

fact.

3.5. Stray losses

As mentioned earlier, high frequency harmonic fields penetrate the iron core

through a skin depth. Therefore, at high carrier frequency there are no tooth pulsation

losses and cage-circulating current I2R losses will be negligible. The remaining stray loss

components are the surface losses of the following origins:

(i)

(ii)

slot leakage flux

zig-zag leakage flux

end-connection leakage flux

1-

l

ll

T

11

3.5.1. Surface loss due to slot-leakage flux

The slot leakage flux penetrates the slot wails (and bottom) through a skin depth.

This flux induces eddy currents producing surface eddy-current losses, at the fundamental

of the carrier frequency. This portion of stray losses is generally negligible in the motor at

the fundamental input frequency (~ 60 Hz).

Figure 3.7 shows the stator-slot leakage flux paths and the corresponding flux

density distribution along the slot depth, where 6 is the skin depth for the conductors and

_c is the skin depth for the core lamination. The average stator-slot leakage flux per slot at

the slot walls per unit slot depth is given by:

¢1v= N1 _ 2nfv I v _ Wb/m
(3.31)

V
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1F

T

where

NI

Sl

= number of stator turns per phase

= number of stator slots per phase

= approximate sum of skin depths for M layers of conductors.

1
From Appendix A of Part of 2 of this report, the surface loss per unit surface area is

given by

_2_3p i sinh22_:l.sin2_: ! /
W's = _-_ _ ker W/m 2_cosh2:kd-cos2_l! (3.32)

1[-

l[

where

P

I.t

2d

= flux per meter, Wb/m

= core resistivity (= 5 x 10 -7 £bn for 1% Si steel)

= I.trlaO= core permeability, I-t/m

= lamination thickness, m

I
Z. : _/laOX,/2p = 1/_ic, m -1

lit

i"

toy

k=

: skin depth of lamination (Fig.3.7), m

- 2nfv

= reaction-field factor defined by Eq. (3.29b)

= 2d_.

i"-

1F

I
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The total surface loss due to stator slot leakage is

.

It

t

!

2

[S(2H,+b)ao]+t,P/sinh2 .sin2 
W ISL = --_ [cosh2_l-cos2Kd J

W

(3.33)

where S = total number of stator slots and (2H+b)Se - surface area of slot lamination

across which leakage flux flows (Fig. 3.7).

Figure 3.8 shows the rotor-slot leakage fluxes and flux density distribution, where

8 is the skin depth of the conductor and 8¢ the skin depth of the core. The average rotor-

slot leakage flux per slot at the slot walls per unit slot depth is:

= 1 [x2, 1o, I__L_
¢2v N212-_v Iv r_ll Wb/m

(3.34)

i-
where

N2

R1

8

= rotor number of turns per phase

= number of rotor slots per phase

= (H2/_) = approximate skin depth of the rotor bar.

11
As in Eq. (3.32) the total Surface 10SS doe tO r0t0r-slot leakage is

11"

-7...-
p2 _cosh2Xd-cos2Xdl

W

(3.35)

i'-

where R = total number of rotor slots and (2H+b)Sc = surface area across which leakage

flux flows, and the corresponding loss occurs.

1-
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l-

3.5.2. Surface loss due to zigzag leakage flux

Dips in the carrier frequency stator flux distribution around the airgap due to slot

openings cause slot frequency (2S'fv, S' = stator slots per pole) pulsations in the radial

flux density around the airgap. These pulsations cause surface losses. To calculate these

losses, we use the method of Appendix A of Part 2 of this report. As found in Part 2,

these surface losses are primarily due to the stator slot openings. Referring to Fig. 2.5 and

Appendix A of Part 2, the maximum pulsation flux density is

(3.36)

where Bvg is the average flux density in the airgap at fv.

Here we have used Bvk because Bvk gives rise to surface loss due to zigzag

leakage, whereas Bvg produces the tooth surface losses, which have already been

considered as core losses.

Using the approach given in Part 2 of this report, the surface pulsation flux due to

zigzag leakage is, approximately, given by

+,r,k='12Bvklwrto[Sia(k=k_ 12R' ) [knk2 + O)mt)_ sin(k=kJ R' )knk_2R' cos / 2R' knk_R' cos ohat] (3.37)

where

l

Wrt0

R'

k

S'

= axial core length, m

= rotor tooth width at the airgap, m

= number of rotor slots per pole

= 2S'+ 1

= number of stator slots per pole
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IV

WrtO
k2

trO

i-
= rotor tooth pitch.

11 Then

where

"ff-_'rt0#lve 8 16 _2_13 ]

Cvlr ='
sinknk2/2R' )2

, ,2

sink_k21R )

(3.38)

3-- sin(k_k_2R'), sin(knk_R') cos kltk2

k_k_/2R' krtk_/R' 2R' (3.39)

B
The total rotor surface losses due to zigzag leakage flux is

1" 2 2 _3p C [ sinh2_d-sin2Ld

Ws0v = 2(rtDS) 8 16 _ 2-9 ] Ix

where the factor 2 accounts for the harmonic fields (2S'+ 1) and D is the diameter at the

bore.

7"-

l-

|

3.5.3. Surface loss due to end-connection leakage flux

The end-connection leakage fluxes of the stator and rotor will partly link with the

core and structural parts, penetrate the core in the axial direction through a skin depth

induce eddy currents in the core and cause additional main frequency (fv) eddy current
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losses. Referring to Fig. 2.11 of Part 2 of this report, the end-connection leakage fluxes

produce a total loss given by

mI 2 [l'6fvmN2D {1 A2 )]l_l_WWE.v=0.3 v[" _ log +4YtY2 (3.41)

where:

/ coshr.;-cos = skin effect coefficient

kre = 3 sinh_-cos_ = correction factor for the reaction effect of eddy-current

cosh +cos 

Iv

m

N

D

P

= rms current per phase at fv

= number of phases

= effective winding turns per phase

= bore diameter

-- number of poles
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F

t-

T

4

3.6.

A

YI,Y2

= slant distance between the assumed center of the stator and rotor

peripheral currents

= axial distance between stator and rotor end-current centers to the

end of the laminated core.

Sample calculations

From the given data by Kuhlmann [37]:

11-

W

V

1"

I

3.6.1.

Thus:

I2R copper losses for stator and rotor (at 20 kHz)

For rotor:

= 18.38 > I from Eq. (3.13)

kr - 18.38 from Eq. (3.15)

Rrv = 2.2 _ from Eq. (3.16)

kx = 0.0816 from F_.q.(3.21)

X2v = 47.9 f_ from Eq. (3.2)

For statqr:

= 3.38 > I from Eq. (3.13)

kr = 79.4 from Eq. (3.19)

Rsv = 11.9 f_ from Eq. (3.16)

kx = 0.3 from Eq. (3.24)

X Iv = 63.3 f_ from Eq. (3.2)

Iv = 1.133 A

2

{W_s v = 3lvRsv = 45.83 W

2
(W_r v = 31vRrv = 8.5 W

from Eq. (3.25)

I- -108-
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Total copper losses:

(W_v = {W_,v + {W_rv = 45.83 + 8.5= 54.33 W.

3.6.2..C.,92g,_I.O._._: Refer to Section 3.4).

o_ = 205.2 cm -I

= 9.903

ker = 0.30303

k2sk = 0.02039

Neff = 44 turns

Bm,v = 20.5 Gauss

For the stator:

(Wfe}gv = 0.59 x 10-2W/kg

For the rotor:

{Wfc}rv = 1.28 x 10"2W/kg

For core losses:

(Wfeb = (WfeJsv Gs + (WfeJrv Gr = 0.12 watts

where

Gs = corresponding stator tooth weight

Gr = corresponding rotor tooth weight

3.6.3. Additional stray losses:

Surface loss due to stator slot leakage:

0.1643
_lv -- Wb

14940
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WISL = 6.8 watts

Surface losses due to rotor slot leakage:

i

0.2734
ll}2v --

1230
Wb

it
W2s L = 7.43 watts

11

I

"I-

,---

1-

Surface loss due to zigzag leakage flux:

13=0.85

Bvk = 11.9 xl0 -4 Tesla

Cv, lr = 0.1175

= 9.903

Ws0.v = 0.026 watts

Surface loss due to end-connection leakage flux:

WE,v = 0.0155 watts

Total surface losses:

Wstray.v -- W1SL+ W2SL+ Ws0,v + WE, v - 6.8 + 7.43 +

0.026 + 0.0155 = 14.3 watts

J

l-

it -110-
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3.6.4. Total additional losses due to 20 kHz carrier frequency:

I--

I[

wv={w_J,v+{w_J_+IwFJ,v+{wFJ_+w,s,+ w_,+ W,o.v+w_

= 45.83 + 8.5 + 0.12 + 6.8 + 7.43 + 0.026 + 0.0155

= 68.75 watts.

{{_} = (W_)sVWv+ {Wcu)rv -- 79.25% = 79%

Wstray,v WISL + W2SL + Ws0.v + WE, v
= 20.8%

l"-

f-

lr

ii-
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3.8. Appendix

A comparison between two- and one-dimensional solu)ions to the diffusion equation

S. A. Nasar

Two-dimensional results given by L. V. Bewley: Two-Dimensional Field_

in Electrical Engineering. Dover 19_

I

i

where

and

Copper loss in the nth conductor per unit conductor length is

PI2 {[n 2 + (n-1)2]X - 2n(n-1)Y}Wv =

X = kh I sinh2kh + sin2kh
Xcosh 2kh - cos 2kh !

-113-
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Y = 2kh [cos kh sinh kh + cosh kh sin kh I
I cosh 2kh - cos 2kh I (3.8.3)

F

From (our) one-dimensional analysis:

sinh 2_ + sin 2_ sinh _ - sin _ 1
Wp = 1 I2R,0_ Lc--°sh _ -c_s _ + 2n(n-1) -- - -cosh_ +_s_i (3.8.4)

ib
where

and

_= kh

R'0- 1
ohc - resistance per unit conductor length.

II Now, the last term in (4) may be written as:

f

i"-

2n(n-1)
sinh _- sin _ cosh _- cos

cosh _ + cos cosh _- cos

sinh _ cosh _- sin _ cosh _- sinh _ cos _ + cos _ sin
= 2n(n-1)

cosh2 - cos2

= 2n(n-1) _(sinh 2_ + sin 2_)-cosh _ sin _- sinh _ cos

l (cosh 2_ - cos 2g)
2 (3.8.5)

Combining (3.8.4) and (3.8.5) yields:

F-

= 1 12R,0J[2n(n_l)+l] sin 2_ + sin 2_Wp
2

cosh 2_ - cos 2_

1--

-2n(n-1) cosh _ sin _ + sinh F, cos _/

1_
(cosh 2_- cos 2_) /2

IF
-114-
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= 1 i2R,0/[n 2 + (n- 1)2]_ sinh 2_ + sin 2_

2 [ cosh 2_ - cos 2_

- 2n(n-1)2_ cosh _ sin _ + sinh _ cos _'/

/

= I2 [In 2 + (n-1)2]x - 2n(n-l)Y}
2ffhe _ (3.8.6)

Comparing (3.8.1) and (3.8.6) indicates that the two results are identical.
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Abstract

The influence of time harmonic frequency on the losses in

power convener driven induction machines is examined with
special emphasis on switching frequencies in the 15-25 kHz
range. A qualitative theoretical analysis is presented which
indicates that conductor losses fail approximately inversely with

frequency for these high frequencies but that the leakage flux
core losses tend to increase approximately as the square toot of
the frequency. There is, therefore, a switching frequency
which yields minimum loss and beyond this point the core
losses cause a slow increase in total losses. Preliminary

experimental results tend to confirm these conclusions but
additional experimental work is needed for validation and to
supply useful quantitative results.

1 Introduction

An important issue in n_dem power electronic motor drives is
the effect increasing the time harmonic frequency has on time
harmonic motor losses. There are many motor related reasons
concerning control characteristics and motor acoustic noise
which argue for switching frequencies in the range of 10-20
kHz in the power convener. Minimizing the size of reactive
elements in the power converter also implies increased
switching frequencies, possibly well beyond the 20 kHz level
required to eliminate acoustic noise. Opposing these arguments
is the possibility of high motor losses caused by the high time
harmonic frequency impressed on the motor.

The primary goal of this paper is to examine the influence
of time harmonic frequency on these losses. In particular, the
analysis is focused on conveners which place a substantial
portion of the harmonic energy at relatively high frequencies; in

the range of 15 - 25 kHz or higher. The conductor [2R losses
and the core losses are examined qualitatively and a preliminary
series of tests are carried out to investigate the validity of the

qualitative predictions. The results appear to indicate that in
general the time harmonic losses for a fixed value of time

harmonic voltage will decrease as the frec[uency increases.
However, at sufficiendy high frequencies a rmnimum loss point
is predicted to be reached and beyond this frequency the losses

slowly but steadily (varying approximately as fl/2),

2 Loss Analysis

2.1 Conductor Losses

At harmonic frequencies skin and proximity effects become
significant factors in determining conductor losses. For slot
imbedded conductors, the variation of the conductor resistance

and inductance with frequency follows the general pattern

illustrated in Fig. 1 [1.2]. The initial change in R and L as
frequency increasesis rapid, being approximately dependent on

f2. This region occurs where the skin depth and conductor
size are of the same order of magnitude. As the frequency
continues to increase, the rate of change decreases and the

variation ultimately becomes proportional to ftR as the skin
depth becomes small compared to conductor size. While these
results apply in general, the portion of the conductors in the
slots are affected to a much greater degree since the slot
(leakage) fluxes are much larger than the fluxes surrounding
conductors in air, such as the end turn conductors. Proximity
effects are thusmuch larger for the slot imbedded conductors.

Logf

Fig.l Skin Effect R and L Variation for Conductors in Slots

Assuming the harmonic frequency is much larger than _he
fundamental frequency, the harmonic slip will be close to unity
and the reactive terms (leakage and magnetizing reactanccs) will
be much larger than the resistive terms in the harmonic
equivalent circuit. The harmonic magnetizing current is
therefore negligible and the harmonic motor current is
determined almost entirely by the applied harmonic voltage and
the harmonic leakage reactance. The conductor losses are then
given to a good approximation by [2]

Prv'lv2(R,+Rr)'[ Vv _(Rs+R,)
t2_fvLo/ (I)

where

fv --- time harmonic frequency
Iv = harmonic cun_nt
V v = harmonic voltage
Lo = total leakage inductance
Rs = stator resistance

Rr = rotor resistance
It is clear that for a fixed value of Iv skin and proximity

effects will increase the conductor losses. However, for a
fixed value of Vv the inverse square frequency dependence of
the current tends to compensate for the resistive increases
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resultingfrom skin effect. While itisflue thatthe leakage
inductance L_ isreduced by skineffect,thisreductionismuch

lessthan might be expected since only the slot.portionof the
inductance is significantlyaffected. The variationof the

leakage inductance (and winding resistances)is strongly
dependent on motor detailssuch as size,pole number, slot
shape, slotdepth and the ratioof stack length to diameter.
Measurements on actualmachines indicatethatLa isreduced to

0.5 to 0.3 of the ratedfrequency value at fv = 20 kHz [2]. A

useful first approximation is to take

Le - KLfvO" 16 (2)

as a generic frequency dependence of I-<7[2].
Since the single conductor cage winding typically exhibits

skin effect even at the fundamental frequency, for harmonic
frequencies the variation is well into the frequency range where
Rr follows an fv 0.5 frequency dependence (the end ring also

exhibits an increasing resistance because of the way the bar
currents enter the ring). The rotor conductor losses thus are

expected to vary approxima_y as

P"_' _,2_vK t'fv'°'lt/ - fv"_'2 ,3)

and thus drop somewhat fasterthan inverseto the harmonic

frequency. This strong dependence clearlyindicatesthatthe
rotor conductor losses drop significantlyas the harmonic

frequency increases.
The stawr winding behavior is,however, quitedifferent.

Typicallythe wire sizeissuch thatvery linleskineffectoccurs
at fundamental frequency. At harmonic frequenciesnear the

fundamental, the increasein resistancecan be in thefv2 region

with the resultthat(usingthe approximation inEq. 2) thestator
lossesinitiallybehave as

Pnv - Vv2fv0"3 (4)

and thereforecan exhibita moderate increase as fv increases.

This creates a very different conductor loss distribution
between rotor and slalorand can lead to increased stalor

winding temperature. The lossdistributionwithin the stator
slotisalsonon-uniform with theuppermost conductorshaving
the highest loss [3]. As the han_nonic frequency continues to
increase, the rate of rise of the stator resistance decreases and
eventually approaches that of the rotor as expressed in Eq. (3).
h is, therefore, true that for sufficiently high harmonic

frequencies the total stator conductor loss decreases with
approximately an fv -Q dependence where ¢t is approximately

1.2, the same as the rotor loss in Eq. (3). There is, therefore, a

significant reduction in total conductor I2R loss as the
frequency of the time harmonic voltage excitation increases
especially for frequencies where the skin depth is small
compared to the conductor size in both rotor and stator.

2.2 Core Losses

The core losses associated with high frequency dine harmonics
are influenced by a number of factors which combine to make
predictions very difficult. These factors include the following
four principal effects:

I) because the motor slip is very nearly unity for the
higher time harmonics, the only significant flux in the machine
is leakage flux.

2) for frequencies wt_ere the skin depth in the core
material (tfe) is small compared to the lamination thickness, the
flux only pcnewatcs the core to approximately a skin depth.

3) the redistributionof the conductor currentscaused by
skin eff¢_ alters the leakage paths.

4) the eddy currents in the core material can set up a
significant re.action field which opposes the inducing ficld.

vl ½

v.

Vt - tm_ teakage ,_oltate

- rowe tea_e v_tate

Smor LeakageFlux___..__..,_, MutualFlux= AirGap B_t

Stare. Leak__ X Muual Flux = A_ C,ap Flax

_)

Fig. 2 Equlvlim! Clrc_t and Flux [hubs fro'Time _ct (slip - 1.0}

The leakage flux distribution associated with the high slip

operating condition common to all high frequency time
harmonics is illustrated in Fig. 2. As indicated by the

equivalent circuit shown in the figure, the air gap flux and the
rotor leakage flux are very nearly equal under this condition
with the result that there is virtually no rotor core flux (Fig. 2c).
The core losses therefore tend to be concentrated in the ststo¢

teeth and portions of the stator core near the stator slot bottoms.
There is also some loss in the rotor teeth caused by the rotor

leakage flux. Note that the usual concept.of rotor leakage flus
encircling the rotor conductor (Fig. 2b) is |nappropnate for core
loss considerations since the loss is proportional to B 2. The

V-
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usual concept of leakage, which is based on supcr_sition, is
quite acceptable for calculation of leakage inductance but must
be abandoned when core losses are of interesL

The basic variation of the core losses with frequency can be
explored using the usual core loss model described by

P,:= Ph+ P,=[_B"f+k.,,B_]Voi (.s)
where

Pc = total core loss
Ph = hysteresis loss
Pe = eddy current loss
B = flux density
f = frequency
Vol = volume of core carrying flux

kh.ke = material dependent constants
n = hysteresis exponent, typically n - I to [.S

Although this model only applies to the simple case where:
i) there is negligible reaction field - i.e. B is the pre.

existing field and does not change as a result of
eddy currents,

fi) the flux is unifon'n - i.e. no luminadon skin effect,
it serves as a useful representatfon if the primary effects of the

reaction field axe included separately [4].
In the time harmonic situation the total leakage flux is

direcdy determined by the time harmonic applied voltage V v

(6)

and, conceptually, the time harmonic flux density is then given
by

B,, <)v=k, Vv
= _ fvAI (7)

where AI is the effective area of the leakage flux path. While
At is clearly different for different portions of the leakage path,
it will generally be sufficient for an overall analysis to consider
an average area for the entire path.

Reaction field effects - As noted above, the eddy current
reaction field has two basic effect.s: reducing the internal B field
and redistributing the Geld (skin effect) 14]. For the leakage
fields under consideration, the reduction of the field will not
take place since the total leakage flux is a fixed value
determined by Eq. (6). Thus, any tendency to reduce the flux
will simply result in additional motor current to maintain the
flux at the required level. One effect of the eddy current
reaction field is, therefore, to reduce the leakage inductance [5].
This reduction is in addition to the reduction caused by
conductor skin effecL

The second effect of redistributing the leakage flux will tend
to confine the leakage fields to local regions near the slot and air

gap surfaces. To a first approximation, the field will only
penetrate the lamination to one skin depth 8re

8f= 4 Pr. 8c==IV / Pou

where

Pfe = resistivity of iron Pcu = resistivity of copper

I_'e = permeability of iron lacu = permeability of copper
and to a first approximation the B field can be assumed to be

uniform over this distance and zero beyond. This concept can

be used to estimate the effective area At as a function of

frequency.
Frequency dependance of core losses - To examine the
frequency dependence of the time harmonic core loss, three
limidng cases _ considcn_d.

Case I - 8ca >> t, t ,- conductor thickness, 8re >> d, d =
imninadon thi¢lmeu. This case corresponds to low time
harmonic frequencies with, for example, a wound rotor motor.
The core losses would be given by Ecl. (5) with B evaluated
from Eq. (7) with At = constant (i.e. no change in flux paths).
The result b

n 2 V
Pc=(KhlVvft'n+ KelV_) oi (9)

where Khl lad gel arc constants.
For a co¢_tlnt time hccmonic excitation voltage V v, the loss

depends on n, the hysteresis loss exponent. Since n is usually
greater than one, the loss will decline with frequency. Usually
the hysteresis loss is small compared to the eddy current loss at
higher frequencies and, hence, to a first approximation the total
core losses would be neatly independent of the time harmonic

frequency.

Case 2 - 8¢u < t, 8re >> d. The major influence of conductor
skin effect on core loss is in the rotor of cage machines. As the

rotor current is forced to the top of the rotor bar by conductor
skin effect, the rotor leakage flux is also forced upwanl toward
the rotor surface (tooth tops). This has the effect of reducing
the area through which the rotor leakage flux must pass, thus
tending to increase B. It also reduces the volume of core
material which is cma'ying flux, but these two effects do not
completely cancel A third effect is the change in ratio between
the stator and rotor leakage inductances and hence in the flux
ratio. A._ the rotor leakage inductance decreases, more of the
total leakage flux is forced to exist in the stator leakage path,_.
thus increasing the statorleakage flux.

While the actual change in losses is very much motor

design dependent, it seems clear that forcing more of the total
leakage flux into stator paths will increase the losses because of

the B 2 dependence of the eddy current lossex, h is also true
that this effect is already significant in most machines under 60
Hz. line start conditions. At the extreme, the rolor leakage flux
will be confined almost entirely to the rotor t_th top_ very
much like the so called zig-zag leakage flux. For most
machines, it is likely that even low frequency time harmonics
(i.e. 5th and 7th of fundamental) will result in all rotor flux
confined to such a surface layer with additional increases of
frequency having rather small impacts on the distribution of
flux (as a result of rotor bar skin effect). With the a._sumption
of fixed flux paths, the eddy current losses are independent of
frequency since the fiequency increase is exactly compen_ted
by the decrease in flux density. The hysteresis losses will
decrease and eventually become negligible.

in general, over the range of frequencies included in ca_._ I
and 2, one would expect a decrease in core loss at fairly low
time harmonic frequencies and a leveling out st high
frequencies. Depending on the relative importance of

hysteresis losses and the flux redistribution di_ussed above,
the net reduction in total loss at the lower time harmonic

frequencies will vary from machine to machine.

Case 3 - 8cu < t, 8re < d. When the time harmonic frequency is

large enough so the skin depth in the iron (6re) is small
compared to the lamination thickness,the leakage fluxcan be

viewed approximately as confined to a skin depth layerat the
iron surface. The situation is now somewhat ss depicted in

Fig. 3. The region of highest core loss is at the bottom of the
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stator slots wh_e the total leakage flux must be accommodated.
The flux level along the stator slot walls drops off as the statof
tooth top is approached and the flux in the air gap and rotor
surface is the rotor leakage flux.

t_sion Cm'y_ Sm_ t._,t_ F_
SurerLeakageFlux Plus RotmLealuqleFlux

MutualFlux = Air GapFlax
RotorLeakageFlux = Air GapFlux

- indicatesregioncarryingflux

Fig. 3 Flux Paths for High Frequency Time Harmonic
Showing Effect of Skin Effect in Laminations

The loss for this condition can be approximated by
neglecting the hysteresis loss and assuming the area available
for the leakage flux is limited to one skin depth. The flux

density will then be given by Eq. (7) with AI = ! 8re
Vv kvVv -t

Bv=k,_= = Kfv/2Vv

fJSf. tTPd_
R g fe (10)

and thecorelossbecomes(sinceVol - 8re)

Pc, - k_B__ Vol

= K,V2f_/2 (ll)

Thus,fora fixedvalueoftimeharmonicexcitationvoltage,the
eddy currentlossestendtoincreaseasfv0.s.a slow butsteady
growth. This slow growthcan be expectedtopersistuntil
some othereffect(capacitivecurrents)becomessignificant.

Itisalsointerestingtoexpressthe lossintermsof the
physicalparametersofthecore,theresistivityand permeability.
In terms of the ke and 6re the loss is

P_ ffiK2 kcV2v

and since

_ =__K,.
Pfe

1122 I/2
Vv fv btfe

Pcv= K3 3/2

Pro

(12)

(13)

(14)

Total time harmonic losses - The discussion and analysis
indicates that for a fixed time harmonic excitation voltage the
conductor losses tend to decrease rapidly (as fv "l.2) and the
core losses increase slowly (as fv0-5) as the frequency increases

and becomes large compared to the fundamental frequency.
This impliesthere is some time harmonicfrequencywhere the
total losses a_ a minimum as illustrated in Fig. 4. The location
of this minimum is design dependent, the low frequency ratio
of leakage flux core and copper losses being an important
parameter.

__'_"_K i Total Loss

Ix"__ _ oas_ oCRo_ Co_

F_mmy - Hz

Fig. 4 Variation of Time Harmonic Induction Motor Losses
with Frequency for Constant Time Harmonic Voltage

3 Experimental Verification

3.1 Description of Experiments

Preliminary experimental investigation of the qualitative
theoretical analysis was attempted by means of experiments on
three different induction motors of essentially the same power
rating (approximately 1 hp). For the purposes of these tests the
most important differences between the tested motors are:

- Motor 1 is a cage-rotor machine with open rotor slots.
- Motor 2 is a cage-rotor machine with closed rotor slots.
- Motor 3 is a wound-rotor machine with open rotor slots.

Also, motor 1 is a single phase motor and 2 and 3 are three
phase motors. The motor nameplate data are supplied at the
end of the paper.

In the experiments one of the machine phases was supplied
by a high-frequency (60-25,000 Hz) sinusoidal power source.
The other two stator phases (one phase for motor I ) were fed
from adc power supply and the rotor was blocked. The dc
current value was determined according to nominal saturation
of the machine. Unfortunately, because of practical lirmtauons,
the output voltage of the high-frequency power amplifier was
limited to 5 volts at the higher frequencies. During the
experiments the voltage was held constant at this value for all
frequencies. This low voltage is a significant limitation on the
applicability of the test results and will be remedied in future
testing.

All measurements of the alternating cun'ent supply were by
means of a digital storage oscilloscope. According to well-
established theory for single phase supplied polyphase
induction motors, the phases are uncoupled at locked rotor and
polyphase performance can be inferred from single phase
measurements. This assertion was experimentally verified at
rated frequency. For the one test on the wound rotor motor
with the secondary open, the test is similar to operation at zero
slip and the input power is essentially all core loss. It can be
shown for this situation that the single phase input power is
approximately one-half of the corresponding three phase
power. Tlris was also experimentally verified at rated
fr_.luency.

..r ..
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3.2 Leakage Inductance Measurements

The leakage inductance vs frequency chaructcrlstics for the
tested motors are presented in Figs. 5,6 and 7. The influence
of the flux level as established by the direct current is small in
the case of first motor with open slots (Fig. 5), and lazge in the
case of motor 2 with closed slots (Fig. 6). The relative change
of inductance with respect to frequenc_y is also largest in the
case of motor 2 (Fig. 6). This is most likely a consequence of
the closed slots and the resulting enhanced skin effect in the
rotor bars. The opposite effect (it small relative changc in
inductance) exists in the case of the wound-rotor motor (Fig.
7), as a result of the open slots and the reduced skin effect
influence in the multi-turn, small diameter rotor conductors.

For the three motors the redo of leakage ind_ at 20
kl_ comparcd to nominal frecjucncy ranges from shout 0.5
(Fig. 6) to about 0.7 (Fig. 7). This is mmewhat less variation
than s|,ggestndby Eq. 2 but not umeL_ntbly so considering
that only three small motors were examined and that one was a
wound rotor machine in which the change is expected to be
small. The only anomaly in the data is the small increase of
inductance at high frequency in Pig. 7. No satisfactory
explmuttion of this result has been developed. Except for this
issue the experimental results are as expected based on the
qualitative analysis presented in Section 2.

3.3 Power Loss Measurements

The characteristic power losses vs frequency for the tested
motors are shown in Pig. 8, 9 and 10. In all of these figures

k the influence of the flux level u established by the direct

current is relatively small. Unlike the theoretical analysis there
is not any increase of the power losses at high f_quency. This
is apparently a consequence of the fact that although in these

' tests tl_ measured power represents the sum of conductor tad
3. IP m u IP I • • • Ip g I core losses, the conductor losses ate still dominant at the test

_2- frequencies. In Rg. 10 the curve becomes very flat at the high
end but does not show an increase.
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In the case of the wound-rotor motor we could make the
same test but with an open-circuited rotor. The measured
power in this test is the sum of the statorconductor losses and
main flux core losses, The resultsof this zestare presented in
Fig. 11 and the small increase of power losses at high
frequency is easy to note. Although the core losses in this case
arc not in any sense the same as under a shorted-rotor
condition, the test does indicate that core lossesdo increase at
high frequency despite the very much reduced flux associated
with constant voltage operation,

4 Summary and Conclusions

The qualitative analysis of time harmonic lossespresented in
this paper indicates that conductor losses tend to decrease
slighdy faster than inversely with frequency at fixed voltage for
sufficiently high harmonic frequencies. This is fundamentally a
result of the harmonic currents being reactance limited and the
fact that the harmonic leakage inductance decrease resulting
from skin and proximity effects is relaavcly small (only the slot
portion being significandy affected).

Conversely, the approximate analysis indicates that
harmonic (leakage flux) core losses at constant voltage tend to
initially decreas¢ and then slowly increase at higher frequencies
as a result of skin effect in the core laminations. A time
harmonic frequency where the total losses reach a minimum is
therefore indicated.

A preliminary series of measurements, although severely
restricted by equipment limitations and range of machine size,
was qualitatively supportive of the theoretical results. The
significance of flux level, slot type and other design details was
clearly dcmonstrauaL The experimental dam also indicates that,
for the small motors tested, the minimum loss frequency is
probably significantly higher than the 20 kHz maximum
fge_lucncy of the testa.
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Appendix-Test Motor Nameplate Data

Motor 1- I hp, 1725 rpm, 6.4 A, 230 V, 60 Hz (Single-
phase).

Motor 2 - 1 hp, 5094 rpm, 2.57 A, 230 V, 86 Hz.
Motor 3 - !/3 hp, 1725 rpm, 1.4 A, 220 V, 60 Hz (Wound-

rotor).
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